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2  Johnson - for Defendant - Direct 

COURT 02PICER:  Docket Number 

A4406 and 4407, Lenny Bruce and Howard L. 

Solomon, charged with violation of 1140A.of 

the Penal Law; also Docket Number A4623 and 

4624, Earl Solomon and Lenny Bruise, also .  

charged with violation of 1140A of the 

- Venal Lau. Defendant Lenny Bruce is repre-

sented by Ephraim London, I East 44th Street, 

and defendant 

JAR. 40/LIARTZ:  Howard Solomon repre-

sented by Allen G. Schwartz, 733 Third Avenue. 

iL.. LONDON: Take the :1.1-iness stand, 

FORdEST  JOHN3 0 N, of 

2530 Independent Avenue, Riverdale, New York, 

called as a witness on behalf of the defenaanto, 

after havilv been duly s:sorn, testified as follor 

0OUR7 OF lam:  Wlv.t is your occupation? 

THE 1,1T.;S:  Minister of the United 

Church of Christ, and at present, the Minister 

of the Edgehill Community Church in Riverdale. 

DIRZOT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. LONDON: 

Will you tell us your education, Dr. Job.nsen';'.  

A  I was educated in the public schools of Chicago, 
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attended Wabash College in Crawfordvill, Indiana, (Phonetic) 

transferred by the Navy to the University of Illinois, and 

received my B.S. Degree from the University of Illinois. 
I attended- McCormio Theological Seminary, the Presbyterian 

Theological Seminary in Chicago, and after serving a parish 
for two years, went abroad to study at the University of 
Edinburgh, where I matriculated for my P.Ii.D. Degree, 

and I've studied subsequently at the UniversitT:of Chioago, 

Northwestern University, end at the New School for Social 
Research. 

Q  Did you receive a degree of Doctor of Theology 

from the MoOormic Theological Seminary? 

A  A Bachelor of Divinity Degree. 

Q  Baohebr 

A  A Bachelor of Divinity Degree. 

Q  And can you tell us of your employment or 

professional work in churches as a Minister? 

A  Well, I was, for a period of two years, the 

senior minister of the Lakeview Presbyterian Ohurch•in 

Chicago, subsequent to which I went to Edinburgh. While 

I was in Europe, I was called to be the Minister of the 

Vayne Congregational Church, in Wayne, Illinois; returned 

from Eurpe, and was Minister there for four years. At the 

end of that period, I was appointed by the Foreign 

Mission Beard of my church to service in Japan. I went to 
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Japan for a year, returned from Japan in 1959, and since 

then, have been minister of the Edgehill Community Church. 

Q  Since 1959? 

A  Yes. 

Q  A4 the Edgehill Community Church is where? 

A  In Riverdale. 
Q  The Bronx-- 
A  Bronx, N.Y. 

row, in connection with your service as 

minister, have you been connected with any agencies or 
groups outside of the Church? 

A  Well, yes, a rather large number. In each of 
my parishes, I was part of a committe under the Church 

Federation of Greater Chicago, subsequent to the murder 
of Charlie Gross, an alderman in Chicago, which was attempt- 
ing  to root out corruption 

MR. KUH: ;fell, if your Honor pleases, 

I object. dhether he was a member of a com- 
mittee in Chicago having to do with rooting 
out corruption, has nothing to do with any 
qualifications to testify here. I ask that 
it be stricken, and we get on •IIM ow vim 

PRESIDING JUDGE:  Yes, it's a little 

remote, but we'll allow general qualifications. 
Q  Will you continue to speak. 
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A  Would you like it to be more contemporary? 

Perhaps I can ask you; you are connection, 

are you not, with the Riverdale Community Council? 

A  I was the first chairman of the Riverdale 

Oommunity Oounoil. 

Q  And what is that council, briefly? 

A  Well, it's a federation of approximately 80 

organizations in the community; the churches, the synagogue 

the service organisations, businesseo; an attempt to have 

an organization in your community which coordinates the 

Various activities in the community. 

And you're connected, are you not, with the 

Riverdale Mental Health Association? 

A  I've been a member of the board ever since 

my comtrs to Riverdale. 

Q  And is there a Riverdale community on inter-

group relations? 

A  I'm chairman of that, yes. 

Q  And what is the function of that group? 

A  Kell, the function of that group is to estab-

lish proper relationships between the various groups in 

the community, religious and racial, and it works to 

secure the full functioning of the city and state laws 

against discrimination in housing. 

And are you a member of the Youth ()council 
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of Riverdale? 

 

A  I had been a member, but that does not function 

at present. Its tasks have been taken over. by the Community 

Council. 

 

. Q  Now, have you, in connection with your work 

as a minister, and in connection with your outside activ-

ities on the Community Council, and on the Committee on 

Intergroup relations, have youdealt with matters of moral 

leadership and moral questions? 

 

A  Well, rather constantly ',would say. It 

seems to me in each of the cases where we deal with 

discrimination in housing, we deal not only with a legal 

question, but with what would seem to me to be a Moral 

question. 

 

Q  Would it be fair to state that throughout 

your mature and adult life, the question of moral con-

siderations has been your principal concern? 

MR. KUH:  Oh, if your Honor pleases, 

I'll object to'this. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 

 

Q  Did you ever attend a performance given 

by Lenny Bruce? 

 

A  I did. 

 

Q  Can you tell us what day or evening it was? 

 

A  It was Tuesday evening, the last day of March, 
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March 31st. 
Maroh 31, 1964? 

A  Correct. 

Q  that time did you arrive? 

A  We arrived at the Cafe Au Go Go, I should 
say sOmewhere between 11 and 11:30. 

Q  And did you see Lenny Bruce perform? 

A  I did. 
Well, when did he perform in relation to the 

time of your coming to the Cafe Au Go Go? 

A  Well, as to the time the performance commenced, 

there was a gap after we arrived, but I recall getting 
out of the club about 1:15 I would say, so it started some- 
where between 11130, perhaps, and 12:30. 

Did the performance begin nearer to midnight 

or just after midnight? 
A  I should say so, yes, 
Q  Did you watch Lenny Bruce during the entire 

performance? 
A  I did. 
Q  Where wore you seated in relation to the 

platform on which he was speaking? 
A  An you enter the Cafe Au Go Go, assuming 

that you enter in the direction I'm facing, I was seated 

on the aisle l 'about two-thirds of the way down to the staf; 
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Q;  Now, during the entire performance that 

you saw, did Lenny Bruce every make a gesture pointing 
toward his crotch? 

A  No. 

During the entire performance that you watched, 
did Bruce mske any gesture that was somehow suggestive 
of masturbation? 

A  None whatsoever. 
Q  Zither with a microphono or without a microphone? 
A  Ho. 
Q  You're certain of that? 
A  I'm certain of that,  I think I would be 

reasonably sensitive to an act of that sort. I don't think 

that I would have missed it. 
Q  Have you formed any opinion with respect to 

the moral content of Lenny Bruce's or  withdraw that 
question.  Have you read the transcript of the performance 
of April 1st? 

A.  I have. 

Q  1964; and you stated that you actually wit-
nessed the performance of March 31st, or that is, the 

very early morning of April 1st? 
A  Or the morning of April 1st, yes. 
Q  Just so that there is no question about the 

times of the performances, there was a performance of the 
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early morning of April 1st, and then there was a later 
performance in the evening of April lst. Now, the trans-
cript you read, sir, was the transcript of the performance 
in the evening of April 1st; the performance that you saw, 

I take it, was the performance of March 31st. That was the 

beginning of the evening of March 31st, 'Ind ending the morn-
of April 1st? 

A  Yes. 
Q  Did you form any opinion with respect to the 

moral content of the monologues or performances that'Lenny 
Bruce gave, so you can addrez;s yourself to. the evening —.._ 

to the morning of April 1st, or to the evening of April 1st. 
AR, KUH:  May it plead' the Court Is• 

Q  Or both. 

MR. MIR:  Someone testifying as 
an expert on moral content, that is an area of 

expertise that I have yet to see recognized 

in any case, anyplace, any time. 
MR. LONDON:  If your Honor please, the 

work of the church, as I understand it, is 

in the moral leadership of the community. 

This witness has shown that this has been his 

prime concern. 

THE 00UAT:  The churches differ as to 

moralities. We haven't any background as to 
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whlt this man's beliefs .xe. 'Liz statement as 

to whether it be moral or nom, at the moment 

would be 1%trj....ly  nourt. 

.32,1 I certainly think 

hiL 

0011.t:  he.w,-2-J that 

these two  whe.t does 

that mcan. to t'le nourt, In  ljrht of what 

hae  1:: in tha rncord? 

MR. C...C!7!1,:PT:  I tUil!:  should'have 

zrer%t influcn  to 1:,1.;Court, that a man 

of '- htt  ,:cncisl'ert[ a xtrtioular perfor- 

1.77rce meral:  morrJ performance or 

an immoral on-. I think %Ms in one of the 

stfAndzrds ofSt-:Aste. 

JUDGE :2;IIPP3:  .Oh, rtA. London, but 

thZ!t is thc 7oint  3:,.Lsing. With 

all respect to .:ha  I'm oer- 

tz!in-ycur experience hat! ,leen bro(t enough 

not to suSf::.r delusions lust because he is a 

man of the Chu:rah,-  tht- iiis morals are 

sometLinz or  not. 

LUIDW::  Of eourqe ho e= be cross-

examined, but I think on the face of this, your 

Honor, that we can consirler him a man who is 



genius 
.f  • 
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dedicated. 

THE COURT:  We'll allow it for what 

it's worth. 

Will you answer the question, please. 

r-  A  Well, to my mind, the performance demonstrated 

to me, at least, that Mr. Bruce was attempting to probe to 

moral truth through the constant hypocrisy and sham and 

itolishness of much of contemporary society. I consider this 

as a moral act. I think it's analogous to an act which 

I attempt to perform through my preaching, which may seem 

somewhat far afield, but I think within our tradition, 

the Judo-Christian tradition, we do see the importance to 

uncover hypocrimy and idolatry wherever we can, and I was 
profoundly impressed that Mr. Bruce did open up to examination, 

areas that I would consider areas of idolatry and hypocrisy 

in our national lite.  I consider, on this score, that 

he is a social critigi Ind as I said to my friends on leav- 
ing the performance, I said, "I think he verges on 

MR. KUH:  I ask that it be stricken, 
what he said to his friends on leaving the 
performance. 

THE COURT: Strike it out. 
Q  Would you just give us your opinion what 
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was said out of Oourt? 

A  My opinion is that he vergos on genius. 

Q  Would you continue. 

A  May I go into specifics with respect to this? 

4-  Please do, I'm witious to-hear it. 

A  If the Oourt will excuse no, I'd like to refer 

to a note I made, 

THE 00UHT:  Yes, sure, 
it 

JUDGE CREEL: And if you can relate/to 

the transcript of April 1st, which --- 

THE WITNESS1 I beg your pardon? 

JUDGE OR2EL: If you can relate this 

to the page and line of axhibit 4A in the 

case, it would help the Court. 

THE  Yee, I'd like to do 

that, sir.  Just as a general theological 

point, It.. Bruce says, on Page 22 of the 

April let transcript, he /3 referring to a 

general feeling of guilt among eersona, because 

wo don't arise always to the highest ideals 

we hold for burselves, "That's the way all 

of us feel, 'shitty' all the time, and low, 

beoauso we're no good, because we run away, 

But nobody over stays until it's all 011.10 Mal 

and he goes on with respect to this matter 
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of guilt within our tradition. I happen 

to have been educated within the Calvinist 

Tradition.  We hold to the doctrine of 
ly 

original sin, which could be various/in. 

terpreted, but in essence, it holds that 

we all are easily, prone to easily, and as 

one of the great prayers of the Episcopal 

Church says, lawful and good. It seems to 

me, in a very non hackney way, he's made 

a general statement here, but that I think 

is 'very important. All of us do feel guilt 

at times, all of us feel, to use the vernanu3.ar, 

"shitty" at times, and I would feel that was.a 

statement which probes to a certain truth 

before our condition. Again, in this area of 

religion, he refers on page three, to the 

subject of God. Be says, "I'll tell you 

about the God I don't have," and he goes on 

to refer n page 6 and 7, that's moreorless 

Introduction to that6ection; then on page 6 

and 7, Mr. Bruce is making a distinction be- 

tween the God of the Hebrews and the God of 

the Christians. He says, "You can find the 

Christian God in the five and ten, and in 

cereal boxes, eta." This is a very important 
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point, because again, within our Judo-Christian 

tradition, ore of the constant things we are 

concerned about is the cheapening of our God, 
the raiein2 up of false Gods. One of the great 

Biblical stories, you'll remember, is precisely. 

the faot thaz Aaron built a golden calf, and 

the People go feou worshipping the true God to 

worshipping the golden calf. I think this is 

analagous to .ghat he' s talking about, a cheapen.. 

ing, and idolatrizing of religion. He makes 
a 

another point, th?.t seems to be/very sensitive 

statement on pace 5, concerning the juxta 

position in the National Art Masazine, of an 
article on Les Vegas, and an a7:ticle by 

Billy Graham and Normal Vincent Peale. Many 

of us, I think, have been critical of this 

cheapeninez cZ raliion, that we bring in 

almost obscene material, I might say, from 

areas like Las Vegas and the current cinema, 

and weCnort of baptise it under religous 
terms and religious labels. It I may go 
far enough afield, to Gay that it strikes 

me, the movie "The Ten Commandments" was critImmt 
by many of us so obe•3ne, as an attempt to 
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take religion, and hypocritically through it, 

bring in obscene material. I think Mr. 

Bruce, in his performance, was showing us 

again some of our sham and some of our 

hypocrisy in this area of religion. Be 

refers also cn Page 7, "The Christian God has 

appeared in three pictures," and he insane 

by this, or I took itto mean that again 

this possibIliby that I referred to with 

respect to the "Ten OOmmandments". Yes, God 

appeared in the Ten Commandments, but that to 

me was a cheapening and a misuse of religion, 

and I think to this extent, Hr. Bruce was 

shoring, himself to be a very aware social 

oritio. I think his routine, also on Patle 7: 

concerning the Mizuzah, which is a religious 

article among the Hebrews, is a very extensive 

statement. Among the Hebrews, as distinct 

from the Christians, in early times, the name 

of God was so sacred, it was not even mention, 

The word"Jaw4 (Phonetic) is just an attempt 

to make the initials for God, which was un-

speakable among the Hebrews. I think in 

referring to this, he's referring to a kind 

of sin tentative to the problem that the Hebr. 
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has with respect to cTiving a name to Iod. I 

think his refer!mce to Celibck on Page 12, 

is a very rather historically and accvrsIte, 

and very humorous, and I think, touching state- 

ment about that matter. I took it to be such, 

and I took it to be rellsiously eigniftcant 

in the sense- that he wcts attemnting to go 

to probe through sharp artifices, idolatry, 

hypocrisy, to the truth. 

 

Q  The section on-page 12 relates to St. Paul and 

celibacy, is that the one you're referring to now? 

 

A  That's correct. 

 

Q  All right, would you continue, please. 

 

- A  He refers there to certain men giving up 

%Ill give up three mountains and five pigs, and so forth," 

and eventually, St. Paul refers to this matter of beooming 

celibate. I took this as a delightful and very meaningful 

statement. I therefore acknowledge in some respects, to 

his comments about religion, that this man, like very many 

of us in tho church today:  although in hie own way and in 
millier 

 

his own  /is concermod to probe to that is the 

truth behind appearances, what is real, and I don't know 

whether the' Court is aware of this, I'm sure they are, 

that this is great concern within the Rotian Catholic Ohurch 

today, within the Protestant Churph,  these various 

divisions of religionr, to ,;et to the substance, that 

substance behind our myths, beiind wh.t  -;c:1:lay, have 
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become idolatrist actions. I consider this as a socially 
useful purpose, and in a way, I was profoundly affected 
when I saw his performance, and thought to myself, it's 
interesting that one can hear more truth in a sense, in 
a nightclub, than in many of our more oonventional pul-
pits, or other areas of society. 

Well, you did, in fact, make a  use that as 
the text of a sermon in your church, did you not? 

A  The following Sunday, as a.matter of fact, I, 
in talking about the realism of the Bible, and the feet 
that many people would consider the Bible probably 
blasphemous if they really read it. I tried to make 
the point that here was Lenny Bruce saying these 'things, 
and exposing obscenities, and exposing hypocrisy. 

Q  Will you turn, please, to Wage 13 of the 
exhibit 5A. 

A  Is that the transcript I have? 

Q  That's the transcript that you have. 
JUDGE CASEL:  Five Apia that of 

April the 7th?. 
MR. LONDON: Five A, I believe, is 

April 1st, your Honor. 
JUDGE CREEL: Oh, yes, you're right, 

I stand corrected. 
Q  Have you any comment with respect to the material 
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on that page? 

MR. KUH: This is page 13? 

MR. LONDON: Page 13. 

A  Yes, on page 13, I had made that point here 

with respect to his social commentary. He makes the 

point here about lying for a bigger thing. I'll read 

that section. "I felt hostility Olt de. ••• 

MR. KITH: Could you tell --- Oh, I see. 

A  I believe this Was spe.king about an incident 

that occurred in Chicago. "I felt hostility, till I 

realised that they're not lying. There's a bigger man. 

They're lying. They're just finks that say they lied for 

the truth, and the fact that they --- well, that's just 

shit, and that they have to work their way, and get rid 

of me for the totality." 4e11, I don't know how many 

in the Court have read "The Grand Inquisitor," but it 

seems to me, in his book, "The Brothers Kamarazov," Dostevesky 

(Phonetic) talks on something very close to this; that the Grand 

Inquisitor meets Christ fictionally in a court town square in 

Seville and he.says, "You brought the people freedom, 

but we've given the*iracles, mystery and authority, 

and they want our ant hill, so to speak. In other words, 

you.'vs given them this burden of freedom." Now, 

.1.ways with that mentality in history, has gone this idea 
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that everything is subsumed  under the larger purpose, 
the larger totality, and therefore, one can lie for 
what he considers the bigger truth. I took this to be 
a reference to this 1,hole icon, and I thoudut it was a 
very profound statement. I don't cnre .,heather you're 
talking about lying for Cemmunismpor lying for Ohtistianity, 
or lying for anything else. It seems to be, there are 
those who do believe that 'this is an over-average totality,. 
so important, tint they :Till roll out everything for support 
of -that totality.  I thought this uns a Profound state-
ment, and had great relii:ou 

tre there any ot%,:r portion's of the' trrms-

alpt that you ,ould 11,:e to cement on? 

A  ;ell, on po.se 16, I -as interolted in his 

statement,conoerning the pc .lee officer who l qin jail for 
smuggling heroin.  The zame pe!loe officer accused him. 

I think we've all seen evi2enoe at various times of 

the individual who --- and unfortunately, it seems that 
right now our own Police Department is in precisely this 
fix; that individuals liho are in the Soectal Gambling 
Detail, have been guilty of supporting the institution 
Of gambling. On page 23, the reference, perhaps I made 
it bleakly already, with re pent to -elle really clan judge 
anyone else. I think thi!l is the Dolts I made originall: 
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about original sin; a sense of weakness and failure in 

all of us, according to my religion, ought to be so great, 

that 4e have a certain sense of our community with all 

men in their own weakness and failures. We never proceed 

within our Christian tradition to alleviate the stress 
or help the stranger, because we feel that we are latent bound.  
or that ye are superior. Our motivation is really in 

words of the Old Testaments  "Consider the plight of the 

stranger, for you were once a stranger." It seems to 

me this carries over to this type of situation. He's 
talking about a person who, in a moment of fear, may 

respond by doing a thing that is less than they would 
hope in their best moment to do. But he is being, it 

seems to me, very compassionate in this in saying, "After. 

all,  weak, you're weak, we're all weak, and therefore, 

which of us can judge?" As I said in my statement, I 

don't think Lenny Bruce wants --- when I gave my sermon, 

I said, "I don't think Lenny Bruce wants defense by 

liberals or Christians, because it seems to me, when we 

begin to defend the gadfly, then the gadfly is in trouble. 
But it seems to me that the important 

HR. KUH: I ask that it be stricken 

anything he had in his sermon. We're having 

his statements here is enough. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
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A  I simply want to say that I think this 

man is profoundly sensitive and has shown himself to 

be profoundly compassionate, and in this statement, I 

think, better than anything else, he sums it up; he 

says "Itm weak, you're weak, HIlmnnity is weak, and 

therefore, we're bound up in a kind of bundle of life that 

requires that we show each other understanding." 

Did you find the use --- 
MR. KUH: May I just find out what 

part he's referring to in that last statement? 
MR. GARBU6: I think that was page 23. 

MR. KUH: I'd like the witness to 

tell WI what he was referring to. 

THE WITNESS: I made a note that --- 

well, the reference is really to this statement 

that I made before where he says  actually it's 

on page 22, that the way of all of us feel 01•4I••• ••• 

MR. KUH: Ahere abouts on page 22? 

TUE aITNESS: where abouts on page 22? 

MR. KUH: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: The --- 

MR, KUR: The top, middle, bottom, 

what? 
THE -“ITNLSS: It's on the bottom 

third, about two-thirds of the way down the page. 
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The sentence begins, "That' s the way all 

of us feel." 
MR. KUH: All right. 
THE UITNESS: "Because we're no 

good, and so forth. We run away." 
Q  Did you find any of the language used mor-

ally offensive? 
A  No, I did not.  Nay I offer a couple of 

points, in justification of that, or --- 
Q  will you explain your answer, please? 
A  Well, first of all, in a Biblical sense, 

there's a zone for everything under the sun, a time 
to be born, and a time to use, and a time to use strong 
language. I would consider this language strong, yes. 
I think language has to be strong as one is probing 
through this fiction and facade to the truth. Now, 
he uses words that some people, I presume, would oriti- 

oizeo  Be says, "iou jive motherfuckers," here at one 
point;  had been in the south. I was in Georgia in 
1963  1962 with 75 other clergymen to demonstrate at 
the city hall. Prior to going down there, and prior to 
our arrest for our oiVil rights demonstration, I was 
given the task by Dr. Martin Luther King of going around 

among the community 111•••••• 

MR. KUH: I'll object to quoting 
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what other people have done. I have no 
objection to this witness telling us what 
a hero he has been everywhere, but I will 
object to anything -- to bringing in other 
names who aren't here to be cross-examined. 
I ask that any reference to anyone else tel-
ling him to do, be stricken, and I want him 
to be told to desist from bring in other 
people. 

2H3 COURT: Sustained. 
THE WITNESS: Your honor, I wasn't 

I was simply bringing in the press. 
1R. KUH: I have no proof of it. 

ask that it be stricken. 
I.R. GLREU6: The witness is --- 
M. UR: It's irrelevant, self suf- 

ficient, and soli declaratory, and I ask that 
it be stricken. 

THE COURT: We'll let it stand. Proceed. 
THE  Any only point is that I've 

hoard a statement made like this, moreless in 
the sense of oomradery, more, I think, in an 
out group. I think an out group often de-
velops a language which tends to esthblish 
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oomradery with one another. That's all I 

meant to say. 

&c there ever been any theolnioal use of suoh 

language /o your .121oledge 

4  theological us f) 

Q  Well, usa by tLeoloGicai leaders, by church 

loaders? 

A  Well, wi';11 rez,p::ot  strong language, I 

think nobody has etrer been more aireot in his- language 

than Martin Luther. If you mean 1:ith rear:oat to spe-

clad words, I wouldn't have refer once to that, no, but 

certainly think-  that thzro l z, no theolo,-iical --- there's 

nu ';heoloGical restraint about language as such, because 

la_aguage is a tools  and it's a tool that must constantly 

be stapsned and modified and brouga7, up to date. language 

is a livina taint, an:. 14: language is not modified and 

brought t to date, if we bozo= --- if we become prudish 

about it,. then we h4ve :tixfloultle. I think we find 

. *:les in com2unicatin6. 

222  Do you need this particular 

1-41;e O lu.nguaz;e to c::press yourself? 

wouldn't say,  

I do. 

lien, rufu  60 the sermons of Martin 

Luther, it's true, is is nut 
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MR. KUH: Oh, if your Honor pleases, 

Itll object to expertise on the sermons 

of Martin Luther in the trial of Lenny 

Bruce in the year 1964. 

MR. GARBUS:  Ii.' your Honor please, 

I'm ° peaking now of the use, even in ser- 

mons, of strong language or frequent referenoes 

to aninial functions. 

THE GOUT: Strong language is one 

thing, but can you duplicate the language 

here? Then I think it might help. 

MR. GARBUS: I would say, judging 

from Mr. Kuh's standards on *ear 

N1. KUH:  I object to anything judged 

by my standards, your Honor. They're oom-

pletely irrelevant. I have no objection Mar 44 

142. GAABUs:  Not that it wasn't 

necessary, not that it wasn't groat 

M. KUH:  I have no objection to 

asking this witness what clergyman or 1ead-

ing figure publicly used any of the terms 

that are part of the proved script. 

THE COURT: I will sustain it, unless 

yo can show some relevance between this 

language and the language of Martin Luther. 
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Even then, it would be pretty remote, but T 
doubt if you can do that. 

JUDGE CRM: As bearing on our current 

community standard. 
MR. GARBU9: Merely on the general -- 

on the conduct of language, the witness has 
merely addressed himself to that: 

• 
THE COURT: Rephrase the question, Plenee.,  

MR. GARBUI:  withdraw the nuestton. 

Q  ire there any other portions of the trans-
oript: that would illustrate your statement made before 

that the moral content or the religious content of Bruce's 
performamne an. ORD 00 

A  11, there's a moral dimension in the race- . 
relations area that I found interesting here. In the 

section  and I didn't make a note as to the Page: 
where he refers‘  to "Tricking Whitey, Boss aharlie," the 
section that I believe ended with, "livery German 7.0d talk 
tq lOved trews:" 

Q  Can.you.speak of your recollection of that 
portion? 

A. :  Veil, simply that I felt this ',Tag a rather ,  

aeoUte understanding of the situation. I internretpri it 
to mean in the wake of our contempornry bnttle for 'aivtI—", 
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Rights, many persons who are now having a kind of,  

segregationist mentality, will engage in that process 

we call historical revisionism, and they will bemember 

only that they loved the Negroes and worked for their 

emancipation, forgetting that they attempt to burn oars, 

and murder, and everything else. All I mean is that I 

think it was an acoute reading of the situation, of 

hypocrisy- on the part of many of us, that while we pro-

olaim great ideals, we often fail to execute them. 

MR. GARBUS: Thank you, 

MR. Ms Mr. Schwartz? 

NR. SCHWARTZ: I have no questionS4 

mops EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KM 

Q  Let me be clear. Is it Mr. Johnson or Dootor 

Johnson? 

A  Mister. 

Q.  Now, you say there's no theological restraint 

on language, that ianguage is a living thing, and we 

should not be prudish, am I correct in getting down 

your words? 

A  I said so, yes. 

Q  Mat is the 4th Commandment? 

A  You'll have to refresh me, air. 

On the Ten Oommandmeattg am I correct, you 
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must bo refreshed on the Ten Commandments, Reterend, 

and I correct on that?  Is the 4th Commandment, 

"Eonor ThYWather and Thy Mother"? I didn't hear your 

answer,'Reverend. I still haven't heard your answer', 

Reverendi Dan you answer my question, or is it too 

difficult? 

A  I don't recall whether We the 4th or not. 

Q.  Is there one of the Commandments, "Honor Thy-

rather and Mother"? 

A  There moat certainly is, there most certainly is. 

Q.  Would you say the phrase, and you'll excuse 

me, Reverend, for using this language, but the phrase 

"motherfucker" is in accord with that Commandment? 

A  I don't -think the term "motherfucker" has 

any relationship to that Commandment. 

Q  Can you tell me what the word "mother" means? 

A  I think it's rather obvious what the term 

"mother" moans. 

Q.  Can you tell me what the word "fucker" means? 

A  I think we knowliterally what it means. It's 

often used in another sense. 

To the uninitiative, to the unsophisticated, to 

persons other than reverends, Mt. Johnemm4might someone 

misunderstand the word "motherfucker" as having to do with 

mothers and fucking? 
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A.  OR* GARBUSA Objection, your Honor, 

as to what someone might do. 
TH3 OOURT: Objection overruled. 

A  Am I to answer the question? 
TB3 COURT: Yes, 

Q  I don't hear your answer. 
A  my only point would be the general point 

that everything can be misunderstood, yes. 
Q  The crowd that go to see Lenny Bruce, be it 

at a night club, or be it at a coffee house, but not in 

a chur4tOf Ws  do they go for entertainment, would you 
say? 

Not always alone for entertainment. 

Q  Would you say an appreciable portion of people 

that go to a night club, go to be entertained? 

A.  I think we can assume that most people go, 

among other things, to be entertained, yes. This might 

also go, in a case of a person like Lenny Bruce, because 

they are aware that he is a social critic of some intelligent 
ability: 

Has Lenny Bruce delivered his routine from your.  

pulpit, Imo: Johnson? 
A  I think you know the answer to that. 
Q  I asked the question to you, Mr. Johnson. 
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T1 dITM33: Must I answer that 

question, Judge? It strikes me as rather 

insolent. 

THE COURT: I diroot that the question 

be answered. 

A  No, it does not. 

Q.  Are you there to entertain them, tO titillatO 

them, ox to got them to think? 

A  Ono of the purposes of my being there, is 

to make them think. 

Q  Is your prime purpose there to give them re-

ligiOun sawn', consolation, and to mablethem think, or 

is it to titillate, to entertain, to amuse? 

A  Threre are times when to amuse makes a point, 

bring". the truth home. 

Q  1 asked about your prime purposes, Mr..Johnsen. 

A  My purposes are religious purposes, which is 

to help to reach the truth. 

Now, I saw a piece of paper in front of 

you diving your testimony. I touch a piece of paper 

here. Have you used this, did you look at it from time to 

time in yOur testimony? 

A  I did. 

Q  May I look at it? 
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THE WITNESS! Ic there pny objection 

to that? 

THE COURT:  No, there is no objection 

from the Court. 

MR. GARBUS:  I suggest that that 
paper be marked for identification. 

MR. 4= I don't haVe any objection 

to marking it for identification. Defendant ts 

number or my number: 

THE COURT: It should be your number„ 

MR. KUEs 11 for identifioation 

purposes. 

THE COURT: It will be so marked 

(People's EX. 11 marked for identification.) 

Q.  Before coming here to testify, Mr. Johnson, 
did you go through the April 1st transcript, and make 

certain notations of interpretations that you would give 
certain portions of that transcript? 

I thought I made clear that I had been through 

it, and that I bad made some points directly from it. 
Q.  Did you find it neoessary  withdrawn. 

You've been a Minister for how long? 

A  Since 2951. 

q.  Thirteen years? 
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4  Yes. 

Q.  You've done an awful lot of speaking in that 
time, is that correct? 

Correct. 
Q,  An awful lot of public speaking in that 

time? 
A  Correct. 
Q.  An awful lot of analyzing things in our 

contemparaty community, and talking about them, is 
that correct? 

A  I would hope so, yes. 
Q  And in that tine, have you noted that many 

things are capable of many interpretations, is that 
correct? 

A  I tblnk I said as much earlier. 
And many things are capable of the inter-

pretation, the literal interpretation, and then various 
observers can give their own further interpretation, is 
that correct? 

A  Would you care to repeat that question? 
J1'  Do you knolvthe story, and I think it's a 

Hans Christian Anderson story, called 
the Emperor's 

New Clothes"? 

A  Yea, sir, as a matter of fact, Ilveixsed 
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the story. 

Q  And is that a story in which a part from 

the subjective thought of people involved,an emperor 
was nude, naked, and anyone who looked at him would have 
seen him nude, naked, is that correct? 

A  That isn't the point•--- the point of 
2. a-- 

I just asked a question, and then later, I'll 
be glad to listen.to your sermon, fk. Johnson. Is that 
true in terms of that story? 

A  If someone had looked at him with 
charity? 

charity. 
Q  With 
A  They would have seen that he had no 

clothes. 
And is it true that each observer, because 

of the loyalty to the emperor, the reverence for the 
emperors respect for the emperor, each observer, in 

his own mind, suits a particular suit of clothes on 

that emperor? 

14R. GARBU3:  If your Honor 
please, I object to Mr. 'fah's distorting 
the Hans Christian Anderson story. 

THE COURT:  He'll tell us if that 
is the story. 
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Is that correct, Ar. 307-Inson? 

A  Mr. Ande::eon,  I tzi:"Ierf, rAtn.1 it, i$ 

saying simply, that  uan be 

And that each .0orsen --- 

A  or other reasons than physiolo6ical. 

Q  And that eac17. perc2rm can see -,rhat he wishes 

to see, i3 tbat oorrect? 

A  I don't think *us mf,.-le precise --- It seems 

to me he made the other :oint that peo9le :all see 

sometimes wh.nt society is  sayin;.,  tbey oaaht to see. 

It seems he  attacking ;robAbly the *awe thing that 

I'm concerned about here, convnrtion. It seems to 

me, in that society, th? ocaventIon vas. the eagaror 

is wearing clothe:, and cc ev,11-ibody adopted the con- 

vention, the ccn-ientionol 2ttitude, r1 it  only the 

simple person who sej.d,  rot clothes." 

2he  did not interject 

lliaself, and hir tr471 pre-cond5tf(n1LE JE teen the em-

peror Rnd his vision, the person who raid, "I see what 

I see," sae the emperor without 7.aly clothes, is that 

correct? 

A  The person who saw 'dth clear vision was the 

one who sa:r throgh eh2r1 and convention and hypocrisy. 

I•et me ask you this. Did you read in the 
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transcript, the story, of a reference to Eleanor Roosevelt's 
tits? 

A  No, 'didn't. 
You  re-,d that transcript, you just read 

the April 1st transcript? 
A  I read --- I said I had read the April 1st 

transcript, yes. 

Q  Did you read the April 7th transcript as 
well? 

A  I didn't, but I remember the reference from 

the show. 

Q  And can you tell us the sociological value 
and the religious purnose you find in that reference? 

A  The only think; I could see in that would 
simply be, again, an attack upon our making idols of 
anyone, and that's all  can see. 

That is what you see than, is that correct? 
A  dell, I just said it; I said that's what 

I see. 

Q  I want to be sure of that. Do you see any-

thins else in that, except our tendin; to make idols of 

persons, who after all, are just as human as you or I? 
Do you see anything else in that? 

A  No, I happen --- in this case, I happened to be 
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a person who revered Mrs. Roosevelt greatly. 

Please answer my question. Do you see 

anything else in the Lenny Bruce story involving 

Meaner Roosevelt's tits? 

A  No, I did not. 

Q  Now, that was a story you heard personally 

on the night of March 31st to April 1, and you've 

heard some talk since, have you? 

A  It was not in the transcript. I did 

hear that it was mentioned, and I had heard it on the 

performanee that I attended. 

Q.  And you find no other meaning to it then, 

the one you've given? 

A  I can't see any meaning. Perhaps if I 

read, the transcript, I might be a little more detailed. 

CI-  30 if somebody else saw the performance, 

the meaning would be a meaning they projected into it, 

is that correct? 

The meaning is in the eyes of the beholder 

rather than in the performer himself? 

A  Well, can anyone really say about an ar-

gst a work what his meaning was? We must interpret as 

'essanttmny and reasonably intelligent individual. 

Q  Well, then, you're telling us that each 
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person will find a different meaninij in each performance 

of the Lenny Bruce show, is that correct? 

A  Itm telling you, basically, that with 

respect to almost any work of expression, be it 

written --- 

Et. Johnson,  be pleaded to hear your 

sermon. I want an answer to my question first. 

MR. GARBUS:  If your Honor please, 

will you direct Mr. Kuh to allow this wit-

ness to finish his answer. It was ob-

viously a responsive answer. 

MR. KUM:  It was obviously un-

responsive, I submit. 

THE COURT: Kill you road back the 

Portion of the answer. 

(Stenographer reads back witness' answer.) 

MR. KUM: 24ay my question be read 

first, your Honor? 

THE COU:a: Yes, the question and 

then the porlion of the answer. 

HR. KUM: I want a reference to 

the Lenny Bruce show, not whether it be 

written or anything else. 

THE COURT: Finish the answer, 

please. 
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MR. GARBUS: Will you finish 

the answer, pleaa 

A  (Conttg.) my point was simply that with 

any work of expresSion, especially where the work is 
imaginative, creative, and reasonably advanced, it is 

capable of various interpretations. I think we 

all know that there  I think we're all aware of the 
face that there are portions of any given work that are 
more.Suspeptible of various interpretations than others. 

is. a matter, it seems to me, of judgment. 

Q 
 

Sow, will you please answer my question. 

M. GARBUS:  If your Honor please, 

I think the question has liaen answered. 

TH3 COURT:  I don't think it 

has. Would you reread the question, and 

let the witness respond to it. 

A  'I would say that that's not correct. 

Q  Well, if someone else drew a different 

meaniUg out of the Meaner Roosevelt story than you 

did, would you say that to some extent, the meaning 
that As drawn depends upon the eye of the beholder, or 
in thie.oase, the ear of the listener, and the mind of 
the listener? 

A  Well, I -- you said to some extent, and of 
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course, this is true. 

Q . And would you agree --- 

AL;  The psyChology of sac of us determines 

as Ice knew, in part, what we hear and what we don't 

bear. 

Q  And would,you agree that the one common 

thing that all listeners, all beholders would have 

shared 'is that Lenny Bruce spoke of Eleanor Roosevelt's 

"tits" .and Eleanor Roosevelt said,"Thoy're nice tits, 

aren't they," and Lenny Bruce saying, "Yes, they're 

very nice, !Use. Roosevelt;" would you agree, in sOrn 

stance*  all listeners shared that much? 

A -  I don't have the transcript, but I be-

live that would probably be fairly literally, what was 

on the transcript. 

Q  And from that point, you built certain 

interpretations, and someone else would build other 

interpretations, and a ample fellow might take the 

words literally, would you agree to that? 

.  A  'Well, I don't know what you would moan 

by  I. wouldn't  I certainly would not be in a 

position to say that a simple fellow would take thoso 

werds literally.  I'm not here to judge what any-

one else would take a statement of Mr. Bruce's. 
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Ifia not here to judge anyone. I feel rather in 

the same position that Mr. Bruce does. I would 

hope that I would be relatively free from judgment 

about others. 

Q  When you prepared this sheet that's been 

marked People's 31hibit 11 for identifications  you, 

an experienced speaker, pastor, preacher, and so 

forth, did you find it neoessary to write down the 

interpretation that you wore giving to each item, 

as of.the. moment that you read the sheet, that yom'read 
the exhibits? 

'A  Well, may I say, sir, that I do a great 

deal Of my speaking without notes.  I am known 

as a 

Q  That mannot my question. 

..  I realize that.  May I answer the 

question? 

Q  I'd appreciate it if you would. 
A  I was ooming into a Court. I am not 

used to this particular minder, and for my own 
guidances  4,aist nights  after returning from the 
:country 170i,  several days, I went through the trans-
crijia and. made notes on portions of the transcripts 
that I thought might be relevant to my point of view. 
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If. you think that demeans me as a speaker, I'm 

sorry. 

Q:  Oh, I'm not concerned with your demeanor 

as a speaker, Mr. Johnson. You should know that, 

Zr, Johnson.  When, in your notes, you wrote down 

page 7, routine on Mezzuzah, and I quote, "Shows 

sensitivity," titre you afraid that you wouldn't 

remember that it showed sensitivity, unless you'd 

written down those words? 

• A'  .Heally, your Honor, I think this is 

rather a strange question. 

THE 0OURT: I suggest that you 

answer it. 

A-  When one is In:31ring notes, one makes a few 

key points as he goes along, and I quoted down those 

points in the testimony, and made a note after it. 

don't have notes there that are organized as a 

apeeOh' at' all. 

Q •  I ask you to look at page 7 of the 

transoilPt, which --- to whioh you refer to the 

inoidentof. the Mezzuzah that shows sensitivity, and 

ask if there's any language in that portion of the 

transcript that you would hesitated to use in your 

pulpit?, 
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411 you tell me where you're asking na 

to begin?. 

Q  I ask you to begin at the point in which 

you cOSAmented on your direct-examination, and end 
at the point in which you stopped commenting, having to 
do with the Abszuzah bit. 

A  'No, I don't. 

Q.  No words you hesitate to use there, are 
there? 

A ghat were your question, mayI auk? 

4,  I asked you to look at the Mezzuzah bit, the 
portion you referred to in your direot-exardhation, 
and tell me whether you saw any words in it, any 
language in it that you ;..ould hesitate to use in 
the serman from your ol,n pulpit? 

A  Oh, there are words that  I'm strting 
here at the bottom of page 7.  It says hero, "I 
told' you, don't paint God, you eaint there," and so 
on. There are eords that he would  that I would 
hesitate to use, unless I felt I had a direct reason 
For unini them, because they aren't the common 
language: Ot the papit4 

Q  Are there any words? 
A.  There's a language for the Du121t, there's 
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a language for general social intercourse; there are 

various kinds of language. 

Q  Are there any language in the Mezzuzah bit? 

MR. BRUOE: Stop oalling it "Mezauzah 

bit." It's sacreligious. 

THE 0%)UltT:  I direct that the witness 

be quiet. 

CI'  Are there any words in the Mezzuzahbitthat 

you woad hesitate to use for reasons of fear of offend-

ing the decency of your congrogants in sooial conver-

sation with them:, or from the pulpit, or in any area 

in which you same in contact with your congregants? 

A  So, to my knowledge there is not. 

Q  And you found the Mezzuzah bit effective, 

religious sociological value, did you not, artistically 

done?, 

A  I said I believe that it ::as --- it had 

persecuted, and it was pointed, and it was, I thought, 

meaningful*  

• Q  .And it didn't surfer in any way, did it, 

Reverend, from lack of the use of the ;;ords "emit, 

fuokl  coaksucker, cunt, motherfucker;? 

A  No., it didn't. 

Are those words that you would hesitate, 

to use in ordinary social conversation•with your 
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oOngrOgants? 

A  X --- they aren't in my general vo-

cabu2ary:0  but I know that individuals whom I con-

sider to be individuals of such propriety as myself, 

to 1190 them occasionally to make a point. 

Q  Are they words that you would hesitate 

to use in mixed oompany, men and women who were mem-

bers;otyour oongretation? 

A  If I wanted to mqlre a point, and I 

felt that'was the right words, I would not hesi-

tate'. 

Q  Have you ever used any of the words in 

mixed oomiany, with your congregants? 

A  I have. 

4hioh one? 

A  I have used the ':ord "shit."  dhat were 

the other words? 

z "Puck." 

A  I have used that. As a matter of fact, 

the other day, I was discussing this case, and my 

eight...year old:- asked, "Did they use the word "fuck", 

and ilJ ;:tasked it in a most objeotive fashion, and 
thought in a way it didn't cast any kind of dis- 

favor upon her.  I --- I'm glad my daughter 
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felt that she oould ask that word in company that in-

eluded my consregants. 

And when you go home, tonight at dinner, 

with your daughter, you intend, in order to relieve her 

of guilt feeling, to une the words, "fuck, mother-

fucker, oocksnoker"? 

HR. GARBUS:  Your Honor, I 

object. 

TH3 COURT: Sustained. 

Do you intern to use the rest of the 

Bruce voriabulary at dinner tonight in conversation 

with your daughter? 

MR. GAR::;US: Objection, your 

Honor. Mt. Kuh is just trying to offend 

this Lritness. 

THE 00110:  Sustained. I don't 

think he's trying to offend this witness 

Sustained. 

Mr. Johnson, are the words to which 

111/3  referred, words tlat you know are repugnant to 

your oomterrporary oom=unity standar,is. when used in 

mixed oompany and among strange 'oomen? 

No, I do not know that to be the case. 

Do you use them in mied compny in- 
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volving women who are strancars to you? Do you u2e all 

of these words? 

A  I said I have uric sow: o2 them,: words 

under the conditions that you've stated, where I felt 

they carried a point, and I did not feel that anybody 

was offended by them. 

You say some. Hive you used all, Mr. 

Johnson? 

A  No, I don't recall havin turd the word 

nmotherfuokern. PrObably, I  my memory isn't that 

good. I may have used it in the place --- I lived 

In mixed company we're talking about, 

Mr. Johnson* 

A  I don't recall using the v;ord, but as 

I said, in Georgia,: I heard the word used as a term 

of comradery. 

I wish you would ans'er my questions, 

Mr. Johnson. Have you used the Word "cocksuoker" in 

mixed company, including women who were strange to 

you? 

A  I don't recall hevin use the word. 

Q  Have you used ••••••••• 

A  I've heard the word used, ho, ever. 

Q  I didn't aas you what.you heard, Reverend. 
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I would appreciate it if you would answer my 

question,' 

A  I was attempting to give a full answer to 

your question. 
"Q  Did I ask what words you'd heard, or did I 

ask what words you used? Oan you answer my question? 

A  You had asked me what words I'd used. 

Q  Have you used the word "cunt" in mixed 

company, including woman who were atranges to 

you? 

A  I don't recall having used the word. 

Q  Are these words that are socially acoeptale 

in your community, Reverend, in terms of being used 

in mixed Company, ladies, strange women --- 
A  I beg your pardon? 

Q  The question is a bad one. Are these 

words that. are used in our contemporary community; 

when women who are strangers are present, are they 

acceptable for such usage? 

A  I don't consider myself an expert in 

this matter, but I do know that I have heard such 

words used, and that I know in society where I have 

been, they are acceptable, and I have lived, I would , 

say, in social groups that are considered to be_rather 
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conventional, rather socially cp;are 
Q  Is there any reasoni Mr.Johnson, why you 

believe that you have not used them? 
A  I know of no reason, other than the fact 

that I would consider that they do not express a 
point I want to make very effective. 

Are they strong words? 
A  I think they are strong words. 

You like to make your point strongly, 
Reverend? 

A  Often I doe  

Q  Can you tell me if there's any reason 
why gou haven't leaned on these Trorde to make your 
poiat strongly? 

MR. GARBUS: 
Honor. 

TH.s 

A  I would say that 
• — • -  — • 

these words are  not  related to 
make s 

•— • --.-••• 

Objection, your 

Objection overruled. 
will just consider that 
• —  — —  .  .  .  ••• 

points I want to 

Q  Mr. Johnson, would the reason be that you 
know that if you used these words, they would so 
shock your auditors, that it would detract from 
what over point you were tryinL; to maIie? 
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A  I thin  that some people would be 

be shocked, but I shook people in other ways, in 

saying things that do not in any way use such words, 

so that would not really be the test for me. 

Q  But it would shook therein an offensive 

way, not shocking then into thinking;, do you concede 

that to be true, Hr. Johnson? 

A  No, I don't concede that to be true. 

Now, Mr, Johnson, you stated that you 

saw the midnight show on Maroh 31st to April let. Do 

you recollect how the performer, Lenny Bruce, started 

that show? 

A  Are you asking me for his opening lines? 

Iem asking you if you recollect how 

the show started, what he did, ?;-hat he said, what took 

place in your signt and heerint;. 

A  l recall only that he stepped out on the 

stage, and begain, and I don't recallyezactly his 

first lines. 

Was there n. microphone there? 

A  There was a miorophone, yes. 

Q.  Did he touch the microphone? 

A  Yes, he held the microphone to the --- as 

performers often do, as I recall. 
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Did he hold it throughout the perform- 

ance? 

 

A  To the beet of my recollection, he did. 

 

Q  Throughout the entire performance? 

 

A  Yes. 

 

Q  Both hands on it7 

 

A  I don't remembel- that. 

 

Q  Well, if you have a mental image that he 
did, you'd say as best you recollect he held it through- 
out.  as it a microphone attached to his lapel? 

 

A  No, it uas a microphone on a stand. 

 

Q  You know he held it, but you don't re- 
membor if he held it with ono hand or both hands? 

 

A  Precisely. Ho may have, during his 
one 

movements, held it with/hand, I don't recall. 

 

Q  /Did he ever let go?' 

 

A  Let go completely of the microphone? 

 

Q  Yeas 

 

A  Be may have. It was on the stand part of 
the time, and then I think he had it disconnected from 
the stand part time, part of the time. 

 

- Q  .Are you sure of that? 

 

A  I'm not sure of that. As I recall, that 
was the case. 
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So that there is some doubt in your 

mind as to just what the nature of the physical con-

nection between Bruce and the microphone was throughout 

the show, is that correct? 

Only that the microphone was present. 

What's that? 

A  I say that the microphone was present. 

But exactly what he did with it, is 

something you're no longer clear about, is that 

correct? 

A  Well, yea, I couldn't tell you that at any 

given moment he was holding it in his hands, and --

his loft hand, and at another moment, ho was holding it in 

his right hand. Loan hardly tell you that. 

Q  Who did you go to the show with, incidental-

1 ? 
A  I went with a friend whose name is Stanley 

Gobane 

Ie that the only time you'd ever seen 

Lenny Bruce? 

A  That was the only time I'd ever seen him, 

yea* 

Q  How, when performer Bruce got to the St. 

Paul inoident, can you tell me just how he narrated that 
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incident. or the St. Paul bit, I should say? 

A  I don't recall how he narrated it, other 

than that ha got into that material. 

Q  Well, give us as best you recollect, just 

what ho said. 

A  Nal, the material in the transcript --- may 

I refresh --- 

Q  No, you're looking at the transcript for 

April 1st. Now,  which ie a later performanoe. 

Tell no, as best you recollect, what Bruce said on 

the night of !aroh 31st to April 1st, the midnight 

show. 

A  Be got into the material of various people 

giving um various things. 

Q  Haw did he get into it? 

Well, it seemed to me, it name quite 

logiaally in the performance. What specifically 

Q  Do you remember what it followed? 

A.  No, I don't recall specifically what it 

followed. 

Q  Do you remember what followed it? 

A  I believe I recall that he then moved into 

no, I don't recall specifically what followed it in the 

sholti 
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Do you remember, net as bent you reoolleot, 

what words he said? Tell us as best you recollect,' 

duplicate the St. Paul bit from the performance you 

MR. GABBUS: Objection, your 

Honor. I don't think there's any reason 

why this witness should be called on to 

give any part of the performance, and 

I don't see how this in any way relates 

to the appropriate cross-examination. 

TB3 COURT: Objection overruled. 

A  The --- I can only give it in surnmPlfty. 

The man talked about persons giving up various por-

tions of their estate, and referred to giving up 

mountains, cattle, so forth, and then he got into 

the point that St. Paul had taken upon himself celibacy, 

which was the --- you might say the major gift of all, 

and 

when Bruce was --- 

A  at leant I interpret it. 

Q  And when he spoke to odlibacy, he didn't 

use your words, he used one of his own, is that cor-

rect? 

A  I'm not giving you an exact rendition. I've 
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.  • • 
t Id you- that. 

Do you remember how he spoke of oelibaoy, how 

he announced St. Paul's intention to adopt celibacy? 

A  No, you'll have to refresh my on that, 

air. 

Q  You don't have any recollection how he 
announced St. Paul's intention to adopt celibacy, is 

that oorreot? 
No, I don't. 
You don't remember the words he used, the 

gestures he used, just how he brought that in, do 

yea? 

• A  I can't recall that there was anything un- 
usual other than that he moved into this point, and 
made the point that St. Paul had adopted celibacy. 

You don't remember the manner 
took it to be the point of the see- 

tion. 
Q  don't remember the manner, in terms 

of language or in gestures, that he used to, and I 

quote you, !Take the point St. Paul had adopted celi- 
bacy"? 

A  It was of a pattern with a performance. It 

followeCthe rest of the performdnee, and there was nothing 
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vnuqual that I could comment about with respect to 

that. It seemed out of context. 

Q  Now !I note, incidentally, on your sheet, 

apart from your notes in pencil, you have some in 

ink, marked "cross", underlined, and then point 1, 

2, and:three. Can you tell me that that's about? 

A  Oh, yes, I think I can. This had to 

do with items that had been coming up rather systematically 

in your examination, and I had made a note of my reaction 

to some of these points. 

Q  '~'here did you learn how items have been 

clothing up rather systematically in my examination? 

A.  in my conversation with counsel this morning, 

before the trial. 
Q  Conversations 'Ath who? 
A  lath Mr. Garbus and Mr. London. 

Q  They informed you about the nature of 

the oross-examination of other so-oalled defense ex-

perts? 

A  I had asked what the nature of this 

examination had been, and we had discussed the fact 
that oertain questions had been coming up, yes. 

Q  Certain questions had what? 
A  I say certain questions had been repeated 
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MR. KOH: If your Hon= please, 
I ask your Honors to indtruct defense 

counsel that a purpose in excluding wit-. 
'losses from the courtroom, so that wit-
hosses do not know what goes on in the 
courtrooni, and that any instructions to 
witnesses concerning cross-examination, 
what takes place with other witnesses, 
be desisted from here on in. 

THE. 00Ula: Your request will be 
denied. I think it might be a better 
practice if the witnesses weren't guided, 
shall we say, but we will not make a spe-
cifio direction. 
How, what are the viords you wrote down with 

a little number 1, and I think the part of a prenthesis 
next to the --- what words here they? 

A  Oh D  I had discussed •••••••••• 

khat are the words, just read me the words, 
if you can read your writin6, Mr. Johnson. 

A  I can read my writing, I assure you. 
Q  Well, please give me the words then. 
A  13y short and simple means could have boon 

offe4ted with other words. 
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Q  Can you tell me what that refers to? 

A  I think the words that you have asked 

me about today, and as a matter of fact, my notation was 

simply that these are colored words, or attention-getting 

words. 

Q  Attention-getting words, and the perfor-

mance of Bruce ooOld have been effective without them, 

is that Correct? 

A  I think within the totality of the per- 

forMance, as I also mentioned hem in my second note 
what 

oonoerning rftethm, 1 feel that one cannot say/that 

performance would be.  Thin is the product of this 

given artist, and I don't think I would be competent 

to make that judgment.  I think it has to be judged 

ac a totality.-  My third note is --- :-yell., it was 

the same point that I just made, shock, and then I said 

attention. 

Q  Tour third note is the word "shock"? 

A  Yes, and I made --- 

What did you mean by that note, the word 

"shook"? 

A  Yell, I believe that perhaps what will 

be referred to as the word " shock", is really an 

attention-getting device. 
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It can also be called shook, is that 

correot? 

A  I think again, as you pointed out earlier, 

that these things can be judged differently by you and 

me.  

And so the purpose of the words is for 

shook and to get attention, is that correct? 
A  No, I say my judgment is that it'sto 

get attention. 
Raw, I believe in Mr. London's direct-ex- 

aminstiOn, you stated you personally found nine of 
the language morally offensive, and then I wrote 
down this qUto,"and you told me if I'm inaccurate, 

that language has to be strong as one probes for the 
truth," is that oorrect, did you say that on direct- 
exAmlnation3 

A  Well, I don't know if I said it precisely 
that way, but I believe language has to be strong 

when it probes for the truth as it was with Mhrtin 

lather and others. 

Q  And the strength of the languages adds an 

attentionagotting device, is that correct? 
A  Oh, I vouldni t say that, I wouldn't  _ 

I would , say if you mean by that that the implications 
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that the person is using it for that purpose alone, 

I doet know. •Sometimes it may proceed out of the 

very strength of one's feelings, and I would Bay most 

often, whgn a thing holds together and is truthful, 

it has a sense of form, that the strength of the language 

proceeds out of the conviction of the person, and not 

for any other reason. 

Q  Bre. Johnson, in your sermons, do you probe 

to get at the truth? 

I attempt to do so. 

Do you use strong and vibrant and attention. 

getting language? 

I attempt to do so. 

Do you toll stories about Mrs. Roosovelt's 

tits? 

A  I have not done so. 

(a .  Do you tell stories about coming, love and 

seMnal activities between two adults, and about eoming? 

BR. GAR  GS:  If your Honor please, 

there in not part of any of the record 

that takin of coming. 

BR. MI I believe the Mori' 1st 

midnight performance. Mr. Rhue (Phonetiot 

testified in some detail about the produce bit, 

having to do with coming. 
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THIE COURT: That is correct. 

Objection overruled. 

U611, I only want to say that I don't 

recall any reference to this whatsoever in this trans-

aript that I read, nor in the performance that I saw. 

Q  Have you ever used it yourself, in the 

courSe at any sermon? 

A-  No, I haven't. 

Q  Have you ever, in the course of a sermon, 

appk0abOUt the Lone Ranger wishing to engage in some 

sodobaus act with his horse? 

A  I don't believe that I've ever made 

rage-Mae to the Long Ranger in any case of my ser-

mons;. 

Q  ITIVD you spoke, in the course of your 

sermonsp .about Bt. Paul giving up, and I use the word 

viiidlyp ° fucking"? 

Aro you asking me that question literally? 

Literally. 

NO, I haven't. 

Q  Have your sermons been namby-pamby, 

Unpoilktado. as a result of your curtailment of your ttwn 

language and illusions? 

A  Some might judge them so. I hope that I 
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haven' t  I hope I've used the currency of the 

pulpit, and I hope I've used the -- used it freshly,. 

and I hope I have Made my point forcibly. 

Q  Before coming in here, did you speak, not 

only with Mr. London, but with someone else whom to 

your knowledge is to be called as a witness in this 

case? 

A  I spoke briefly to a friend of mine, yes. 

Who is the friend? 

A  The Reverend Mr. Lanier. 

Q.  And to the best of your knowledgeo .were you 

informed that he too.i'wee to appear as a witness in 

this oase? 

A  I had learned that he was to appear as 

a witness. We did not speak about the case in any 

waye 

MR. 'CUR: I have no further 

questions. 

THE COURT: With what other night 

club performances are you acquainted with? 

TH3 aITNSSSI I recently --- You 

speak of acquaintance through their acts, 

I, preeuma? 

TH3 COURT:  Yes, acting. What 
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other aoto are you familiar with? 

THE WITNESS:  Just the other 

night I heard Mort Sahl; I'm acquainted 

with Shelly Berman, Phyllis Diller. I 

recently heard Dicat Gregory, Godfrey 

Cambridge, Dick Shawn. Those are per- 

formere  heard within the last two 

months, I would say, with the exception 

of Lenny Bruce. 

THE 00UitT: Do you know of any 

sooial thinker, or exponent of social 

thought who uses a repertoire eimklar 

to Lenny Bruce? 

TH1: iii2NES6: Yes, I would say I 

consider --- I personally consider Norman 

Mailer an impressive thinker, and I would 

say that he uses practically everhthing 

that I've heard. 

MR. KUH: Is Norman Mailer --- May 

I continue just a minute: 

MR. GARAiUJI 22r. Kuh, if you please, 

I am directing a redirect. 

THE UOURT: You may pursue, you may 

cross-examine, or reoross-examine later. 
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MR. KUH: Thank you. 

EXAMINATION BY MR. LONDON: 

Q.  Reverend Johnson, do you recall Hr. Kahl e 

question about the different interpretations that 

may be made by listeners to }4r. Bruce's performance? 

I do, yes. 

Q  Do you recall the words, "All things are 

pure to the impure, all things are defile"? 

A  I do. 

Q  Does that have any application to the 

question? 

A  I think it does, yes. 

Would you state how? 

A  I thought I tried to make that point with 

Zespect to his illustration on the Emperor's new clothes, 

in that one who comes to a situation like this, bound 

by impurity of mind, convention, hypocrisy, one will 

see, what, in a sense, he wants to see. 

Q_  Bow, as you watched Mr. Bruce's performance 

on Eargh --- rather the early morning of April let, 

did you see him at any time use the microphone as 

if he. strs masturbating? 

A  I did not. 

Q  Did he point to his crotch when hs spoke of 
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the St. Paul? 

A  He did not. 

Q  Bow, in my discussion with you --- 

A  I would --- may I amplify that gnawer? 

Q  Please do. 
now 

A • You're standing right/in a position that 

was referred to by my teacher of homiletics, 

as the fig-leave3position. 

MR. LOSDON: I suppose the record 

should show that I'm holding my hands 

clasped in front of me. 

A  I recall this because a number of men 

would come to our classes in homiletics 

instruction, and making their eppeches, they would 

stand that way, almost adnauseam infinitum. 

I mean, they would take no other positions, and our 

professor of homilotiosmade the point one day, "Lot's 

try to get away from the fig-leaf position. I think 

there's no suggestive necessities about it." This 

happened to b position that was kind of automatically 

assumed by men who are ill at ease. I'm merely making 

the point that it seems to me 

MR. MIR: May the record note ••• Ole 00 

THE WITNES3:  I don't want to be 
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aeoldentally misunderstood. 
You spoke of your conversations with Mr.. 

Garbus this morning. Did Mr. Garbus at any time suggest 
to you any of your testimony, or any of your answers? 

A  He did not. 

Q  Did I, in our conversations this morning? 
A  You did not. 

Q  Had we over met before this morning? 

A  Ws had mover met before. 

MR. LONDON: May I see the People's 

EXhibit 11 for Identification? 0 
MR. KUH: The witness has it. 

R. LONDONI Thank you. 

=ROSS B1AMINATION 

BY tai. KUH: 

Q.  - Now, in answer to Mr. London's last 

glaciation!)  you saidiNte never met before." Had you met 

Mr. GarbUs? 

A  I had met Mr, Garbus before. 

Q  You know that he' s part of Mr. London's 

staff? 

A  I didn't know that. I knew he was 

an attorney. 

Q  Par the defendant Bruce? 
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A  For the defendant Bruce. 
Q  You spent a little time today talking to 

Mr. Garbus, oiscussing the fact about your testimony, 
and that your testimony might be, is that correct? 

A'  I had discussed the fact that I would 
testify. and it happened quite coincidentally that 
I met him, or that I did meet him ••••••• Ole 

Q,  I didn't ask you whether you'met him 
coincidentally or if the King of England introduced 
you. 

A  I otated I met him accidentally. 
And you did meet, andftiscuseed, to some 

=lent; the testimony that you might give harp/today, 
is that'correot? 

A  Yes. 
Q  Oartainly. Now, in answer to the Judge's 

queotiona about what night club performance you had 
seen, and whether their material was similar to Bruce's, 
I *think you stated that Normal Mailer used similar mater-
ial()  is that correct? 

A  Yes, I did. 

Other than that, I think at rare Carnegie 
Ball recitals, is Normal Mailer known as a night club 
performer? 

A  No, I don't believe he is, I don't believe 
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he would be considered a night club performer. 

Q.  Now, limitting ourselves to the night 
club performers who you've heard, I think you named 

six, eight, or ton that you heard in the last two 

months, according to your own testimony. Are there 

any, are there any whose material concern incidents 
analogouo to the Lone Ranger and Tonto, to sexual 

intercourse between them, of Mrs. Roosevelt's tits, 
Jackie Kennedy holding hands, the use of these various 
words that we've discussed, and other items that you 

found in the performance you saw and the transcripts 

that you read? 

A  I would not be in a position to give spe-
cific incidents. I would say that there are analogous 

things, yes. 
Q 11011, you try and tell me specifically 

what performer you're thinking of, and what the an-

alogous incidents are. 

A  Well, I --- with respect to the specific 

ones that you have discussed, I don't have any spe- 

eifio OMNIImir 

Tall, you name me one performer of the 
six or eight or ton that you've heard in the last 
two months, or name more than one if you'd 16,16 and 
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then analyze that performer's performance, and tell 

me when he uses these words, and when he alludes to 

these words, these body functions, and bodily parts? 

A  I don't recall specific incidents. 

Q  Well, you say there are some. Please 

take your time, search your recollection, and name one 

=former who, in one/show that you have seen, has done 

anything remotely analogous to the Lenny Bruce perfor-

mance, in terms of that present occupation with bodily 

parts,functionn, eto.? 

MR. JOB: May the record reflect the 

appreciable pause that is now taking 

place? 

A  I told you simply that I don't recall 

specific) incidents, and I don't care to refer to an 

incident that I don't recall specifically. 

Q  Well, I am asking you, and you're under 

oath, and you're a man of God, so I am asking you to 

honestly sit there and search your recollection, and 

tell* the basis of your answer that, yes, there were 

similar performances, similar performers. 

.  Well, I had reference --- when you said 
analogous, I had reference to the analogous character 

of performances where similar oharaoteristios of our 

A 
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national life are attacked. Dick Gregory, for instance, 

is very. atrong on the racial issue, and I think makes a 

point that's very similar to that which Mr. Brune 

made, concerning hypocrisy. I didn't have reference, 

at least in my understanding, to specific use of the 

words, but to analogous material. 

Q -  How, Mr. Johnson, my question did not 

concern itself with religious intolerance, with scant 

hypourien that is not at issue in any fashion in 

this.  ease. . The question asked, is whether any per- , 
former. used materials analogous in character to the 

Bruce materials about Mrs. Roosevelt's tits, Jackie 

Kennedy  I won't review all the words here now. 

Oan you tell u4 when you said yes, there were such 

performers who you had in mind, and what that per-

former said? 

A. • Mills  I think you're looking at these 

things in a different way. I am saying, as I said 

earlier, that I think these terms point to something 

they arc using for the purpose of revelation, and I 

say that these individuals use material that was an-

alogous in this sense as to the specific use of words, 

or the literal reproduction of this material in other 

performanoes. I'm telling you I cannot say. 
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Uall, are you telling us that you have 
never heard any performer anyplace, any time, whose 
materials in that sense, in the sense of language used, 
and the physical allusions, whose materials are an-
aiogOus to thine of Lenny Bruoe? 

A  Bo, I'm not telling you that. 
Q  11011, then, name me one performer who 

you would say uses analogous taterials? 
A-  I don't feel in a position to name specific 

Performers. 
MR. KUR: And I don't feel in a 

position to ask any more questions. 
MR. LONDON: No further questions. 

You may step down. 

rt * * * * *  * *  it * it * * it * * 
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MR. GARBUS: Does the Court wish to 

hear our next witness? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

SIDNEY LAN - ER, St. 

Clement's Church, 46th Street, Manhattan. 

COURT OFFICER: Your address? 

THE WITNESS: 33 Perry Street, 

COURT OFFICER: Answer all questions 

in a loud, clear voice, please. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. GARBUS: 

Q  Reverend, what is your position at St. Clementts 

Church? 

A  I'm vicar of the parish. 

Q  How long have you been the vicar? 

A  Two years in November. 

Q 
 

What are your duties as vicar? 

A  I'm in charge of the parish. A vicar is a 

person who stands in place of the bishop. That is, it's a 

mission of the diocese of New York, and I have all par-

ochial duties that go with a parish priest. 

Q  Would you describe a bit further what those par-

ochial duties are? 

A  Parochial duties include ministering in terms 
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of worship, services, performing weddings, baptisms, coun-

seling, all --- is that enough? 

Q  Would you describe in greater detail the type 

of counseling you. do? 

A  I do two kinds of counseling, essentially. One, 

marital counseling, and second; y, s s.:eneral kind of coun-

seling for persons in difficulty, disturbed persons, pre-

psychiatric, in other words. I'm not a psychiatrist or a 

psychologist, but those kind of hunart problems that are pre-

psychiatric, I'd say. 

Q  Where is St. Clement's anurch located? 

A  423 West 46th Street. 

Q  Can you describe the co!iposition of your 

parish? 

A  The parish is made up of people of all walks 

of life; some from the neighborhood, many from all over 

Manhattan. It's made up of people who, I would say, at 

least half of the constituency oi tne parish is made up of 

theater-connected people. 

Q  Where did you go to schoo; prior to your becoming 

ordained? 

A  I went to the i;piscopal Theological School in 

Cambridge, graduating from there in '53,  guess. 
Were you ordained in l92'f 
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A  I was ordained in T53. 

Q  And did you graduate with any honors from 

Cambridge? 

A  Yes, I graduated Suma Cum Laude. 

Q  Previous to that, had you attended any other un-

iversities? 

A  I've attended a good many universities. As a 

matter of fact, I --- prior to that, I had attended the 

University of Mexico, a college in Florica called Rallins 

College, (Phonetic) the University of Paris, John Hopkins 

University, University of Florida. 

Q  What were your church duties after you were 

ordained in 1953? 

A  My duties immediately followinp my ordination, 

were assistant to the redDr of St. ieter's Church in 

St. Petersberg, Florida. 

Q  How long, were you there? 

A  I was there one year. 

Q  What did you do after that? 

A  Following that year, I spent three years in 

the Virgin Islands, at St. Croix, St. John's Church in 

Christiansted, and I --- and leaving there, I came to 

New York City, where I've been for the last, approximately 

seven years. 
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Q  What were your duties in the Virgin Islands? 

A  I was rector of a parish of about 600 people. 

Q  In church language, were youchsignated there as 

a missionary? 

A  Yes, sir, I was a missionary. Though the parish 

is over 200 years old, it's a supported parish. 

Q  And have you been for sometime, previous to 

your position at St. Clement's, associated with St. 

Thomas? 

A  When I came to New York, I spent a brief time 

as locum tenens of a parish called Holy Trinity on 88th 

Street, and then took up position of assistant to the 

rector of St. Thomas Church, 53rd and Fifth, where , I was 

where I performed all the duties of a priest in that par-

ish. 

Q  How long were you assistant rector at St. 

Thomas? 

A  Four years. 

Q  Have you had an opportunity to see Mr. Bruce 

perform? 

A  I've seen Mr. Bruce perform about five times, 

I think. 

Q  Did you have an opportunity to read the trans-

cripts which have been designated in this trial as State's 
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Exhibits 4A and 5A, before you came in to testify today? 

A 
 Yea, I have read them. 

Q 
 Do yoti have an opinion with respect to Mr. 

Bruce's status as a moral critic? 

A  Wells I would like 11•11. OM 

MR. OH: If your Honor please, I ob-

ject. I'm not sure what he's an exp:!rt on. 

I would gather, like the last witness, he's 

being tendered as an expert on morality. I 

know of no such field of expertise rightly 

asked.bly a Court of Law 4.0 ONO owe 

THE =int Your objection is over- 

ruled. We'll take it for such value as it has. 

Objection overruled. 

MR. KUM; My continuing objection as 

with the last witness, noted throuEhot:t the 

case., 

THa COURT; 

Q " Do you: have an opinion by virtue of your hay- 

ing seen Mr Bruce five times, and having an opportunity 

to read the transcripts with respect to Mr. Bruce's stature 
as a moralist? 

JUDGE CREEL: /Lye you established 

the fact he's read the transcripts? 

'MR. GARBS : ns, I did. 
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JUDGE CREEL: Thank you. 

A  (Cont'g.) Well, I'd like to state, if I 

might, emphatically, that my reason for being here is a 

positive one. That is, I'm not here negatively to pro- 

tect someone in that sense at all, but because T  do believe 

that the material that Bruce is using, has a moral intent, 

and that it is not only not harmful to the community, 

but can be positively helpful and even healing in its 

ironic approach to ironic observations about our lives. 

I habe seen him perform, and the way he performs, he --- 

and what he does and says; strips hypocrisy, the masks 

off society in a way that is very surprising and unexpected. 

That's one of- his special gifts, and this, I believe, is 

a moral purpose. All of his material, I believe, is in 

intent, ironic, in my opinion. Many of his routines, 

having to deal with prejudice; the use of the words like 

"niggers" and "kike," his use of words --- routine having 

to do wits venereal disease or abortion, or all of them, 

have a hook in them. His language may be barracks' 

language, and it certainly is very vivid, but this language 

is a means by which he surprises us, and I believe that 

well, I'm convinced that this use of this language and 

his own 'gifts of humor and insight, i2 a way of making 

us a little.  more compassionate and a little more aware 
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than we were before, and this, I believe, is --- makes his 

intent a moral one. )  

Q  Well, will you please refer to those specific por- 

tions of the transcripts which you used as a basis for 

this opiniono Do you have copies of the transcripts before 

you? 

A  I do not have a copy. I have some notes that 

I've made from the copies. I don't have the copy, 

Q  I'd like you to have copies as you're talking. 

A  Is it possible for me to add one little addender 

of what I just said? 

Q  Go right ahead, Reverend. 

MR. KI5B:  I'll object to any volun-

tary remarks; If there's a question before 

the Reverend, I'll be pleased to have his 

answer. 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

I'll allow it. Continue. 

A  (Cont'g.) The one sentence I would like to 

add is that the --- in the JeWish-Chrisdan tradition, 

morality has to do fundamentally with merry, with jus- 

tice, and with humitity, and all of these intents, I 

feel, are pak of many of the routines that Mr. Bruce does. 

Q  Now, Reverend, will you please refer to those 
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portions of the transcripts' which indicate Mr. Bruce's 

quality as a moralist? 

A  Well,.in the April the 1st, I believe --- let 

me see. First of all, I noticed that he begins with a 

sequende on the irony of religioUs pluralism in our coun.,  

try, which has something which is an unusual thing for a 

so-called.comic,to begin a routine in a night club with; 

talking about God, as having no Goi,.and the kind of God 

that we have in OUT society. He then goes on tc talking 

about the Anglidan Church --- 

MR. KUH:  Excuse me, may the witness 

identify the page to which he's referring? 
THE COURT: Yes. 

A  (Contogi) Yes, page 2 of the transcript one, toward 

the bottom of the page.  "I'm certain many are riot re- 

ligious. Well, I'm religous. I have one God. I'll 

tell you about him," and so on and so forth; "God of our 

Country," and. so.forth.  You don't want me to read the whole 

thing, do you? 

Q  No, jupp,refer to 
• .•  • 

A  Than on pate 3, he talks about the Anglican 
•• 

Church in the lnh:and 18th century, which is an attadk on 

expression: in the*me of religion, which hides motives 
of lust and .greed* and this is certainly a story _that many 
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of us know. .Also, this same.routine, this same passage 

about the Anglican Church, and the sto-and-go church 
tactics of the soldiers. of the Crown, and of the es- 
tablishment, is:am attack on any repression of free ex- 
pression, ancLfaceof an established authority, and 
this is something we all know about as well. On page 
4, when he gets into the humOr,about the human body, 
namely he talks AbOut 'tits' and "ass;' and his intent there, 

in my opinion, is'not to be dirty, bat it is humor based 

on the'kind of double  standards that we have. It's irony 
based :10he doublt standards in the press, and 

in all of our lives, and I think  that you could say that 
in this routine he-  is_steindlng up nor the ,oleAnness_of 
the humaalbeing, And not his dirtiness, and the goodness 

of the human being, and _not his 7-_qf the human.creatien, of the 

creation itself..  I mean, I don't want to sound 
ponderous and overstate here, but I think this is 
very much involviad in it.  He is protesting the 
demeaning of the human body, and the creation itself. 
I suspect that paTt of the problam,here in some of these 
words on page .;;7-..44's see, page 6 now, where am I? Well, 
we can came. baftt.hat. He has a whole bit on page 7 
about the ChriSti -- trod and the Jewish God, and it's a 
kind of act which is another interesting thint, to appear 

,J1/ a night club routine.' It's a kfli.i of "Folk" theology, 
? 
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if yott want to call it that, and the question3he 

raises, / think, here, are morqimportant and cer-

tainly healthier than a zreat many of the Hollywood 

filma,014phasizing a kind of phony religiousity. His 

page,8 reference to "Puerto Ricans love aiggi (Phonetic) 

doeset,Mean that. He means how easily we attribute 

habits to others who we don't know about, and don't 

like. or would rather not like.  That's pege 9, 
that's  that's Jewish Dithers vs. Christian mothers, 

which is amusing, and I think, telling a bit on the 

ridicUlOusnesm_of _Prejudice, where it oomes-from. 
The JewiSh mothers consider Gentile mothers mostly 
drunks, and not taking oare of the children,•and so on. 

dell, we know that just from the side of a Gentile, 

a great many things about the Jews, but the way Lenny 

does it, does this scene, it points out the obscenity 
of all the prejudices and stero refute and all these 
things.: The "Tack Whitey ROutined  is having to • 
do with an underground language, has surfaces a great 

deal about what we know by the way the words that be-

gotten a. lot of play. I just discovered over the 

weekend,:uNotherfuoker , which I might as well 

bring Up. now, became-  I'm sure pill be brought up, 

was known in the 16th Century, to be a term used by 

the HahUatI Indians, believe it or not. I ran aoroos 

this wilth an expert of Spanish-American 
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.  - 
Affairs.. I thought it was interestini;. It might be df 

interest to the Court. 

aUDGE CREEL: Which Indians? 

THE WITNESS: The Nahuatl 

Didians:in Central Mexico. I don't know exactly 

how. they:used it. 

THE COURT:  They use a different lan6a e, 
I assume= than English? 

'MO WITNESS: Yes, but the image 

be4nd' the word was the same. Page 11, 

well!)  that is simply an attack on easy or 

cheeplibeYaiism; Incidentally, W. Bruce, 

I feel,,doesn't leave anybody untouched in 

his routines. He hits out at the hip'and. 

the square equally., and this, I think, is 

an interesting and useful part of what he 

does. No one is exempt from his irony. 

Nawil, page 12, of the St. Paul ---.on th?', St. 

Paul routine, where St. Paul gives up "fliick- 

ins°  for  so he could become head of a:tribe; 

this*is .6-- actually, no one quite knows h!ow 

the kind of aspect of asceticism entered into ••• • 

certainly came largely through St. Paul's rr ohs 

I suppose that you could say that Mr. '&ucets,. 
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suggestion is about as valid as any of the 

theological discussions I'ye_heardas to 

why St. Paul considered sexuality_aa some- 

thing inferior, and considered being chaste 

or celibate as a superior posture of a man, 

but at. any rate, I don't think it's very amusing, I don't 

think it's objectionable, and it points 

out dualism that is inherent in the Christian--- 

in Crhstian Theology.  Page 13, "They 

11,44 for ,the Truth," the theme that he 

uses frequently, which is, I feel, one 

of the ultimate treacheries, to find that 

You have to lie to uphold the trAh, and 

this 13.a moral point. All these points, 

incidentally, I feel, in one way or another, 
have a moral intent, that's why I'm quoting 

thsm... The entire story of the man at rest, 

and'thoquestionable expert witnesses, and 
so on that he went through, is not really 

funny* It is rather appalling. But it's 

still  he made it funny and outrageous, 
and I th1131c it makes a comment on, what shall 

r say, tha too-hot a passion to nail some-, , • 
body that you think is wrong, and to use 
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WAIttga6V6Ablo, bravo, unflunching, and all of 

those things that can sometimes trap us. 

' So I think in one sense, in a reverse sense, 

he admirs Jackie Kennedyt  but what he's 

going after is the phony image that's 

being created. Also, the spy story, I 

feel has the r;ame intents  the phony national-

istic pride, the phony bravery, this kind 

of bravado thing. In other words, hats 

saying we all are human, "You too are human." 

The episode of "pissing" in a sink, which dam 

be --- is carried on --- it goes on for qUite 

sof-bile.' It's very mousing, because it points 

out.how,---. to what lengths we will go to 

avoid toing.the fact that we are physical 

b*intoit  are  hhve physical human; 
• 
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needs, and instincts, and they are not dirty, 

but our society one way or another  I don't 

say :that the society tends to do this purpose-

ly, but certainly we all know that this 

does happen, and we tend to have this atti-

tude, add this is a whole routine, jest based 

on this kind of lack of recognition of oar 

own, humanness, the humannuss of all of us. 

COUNT: At this point, I think 

we might Interrupt for lunch, if thzit's not 

inconveniencing you too =ch. I'u afraid 

your answer might well go on. 

TbIa. WITAESSI Yes. 

Ma. KUH: if it please the Courts  

in order to save time this afternoon, and 

if, counsel objects, I won't press this, could 

the. witness' papers that he's been using in 

testifying , be marked for identification dur-

ing. the:lUaCh hour, or else I might have to 

'askfoi a recess this afternoon. 

, MR. OARBUS: I object to that. 

'T)la COURT: We t11 mark them for 

idohtifiCation, but I think we will ask that 
.  . 

they bii;:iade available later, yes. 
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(At:this time, the Court recessed for lunch) 

COURT OFFICER: Take the stand, 

please/  you're still under oath. 

Q  Reverend Lanier, would you continue with your 

Discussion of the* transcript, indicating how it indicates 
• •  .  . 

the moral quality of Mr. Bruce's performance? 

A.  Yes:- I know that there is a routine which 

has to do with a Chicken. I've heard both of these ---, 
two shows, both on the same evening, I believe, and I 

belieye it. appears in that one. Let's see, page 26 I • 
have over heC, it did not, and in thil text, so far 

as I was concerned, it did not have to do with having 

sexual intercourse with a chicken. It, to me, so far 

as I could determine from both the scripts and from 

what I heardi the.  story was using the image here, the 

chicken, points-again to the absurdity of our animal 
•%!  • 

selves, and it also points up the absurdity to me, 

and I believe'the 1=ent of the speaker was to point 

out the absurdity. of .a marriage or a h-man relation- 
_ -  • 

ship being completely. profounded unon sexual loyalty. 
,  . 

Certainly, th.4,44.not necessarily true in actuality, • 
nor is it ciApet of my particular faith, that the ground 

for a destruictiotof a relationship is sexual disloy!lty. 

1, I know the law;  perhaps, in some case s has a differerent 

";  • 
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point of view:.  But so far as my own particular canon 

law of the c1urch4.it does not have this view. So 

feel that the story_is one, pointing out this absurd- 

ity again of the:human animal, and of th overriding 

importance of the seX .act,that all can founder upon 

an improper sex act. This is page 26, I believe 

also, this same sex is a use --- uses it to ridicule 

the use of sex loVe to ,1,t  and demean frequently, in 
the routine thatfhe does, and I do not have the page 
number; the page --- the routine he does is on divorce, 
and the use of the children, as I think he calls it "Sweet 

get even,' is again pointing out the use of certain normal 

instincts, the sex instinct, the m.lternall  to hurt, 

to demean, to control, to dominate. I do not 

have any ftrther detailed notes on the material. 

I went through page-24 both the --- I notice, having 
read them, Ipatip*Obeilithattheoailles are essen- 
tially  similar in both the April 1st and April 7th 

transcripts, and l'have-no more detail ,:d notes on this 

material. 

Q  Reverend, were you present on Tuesday even-
ing, March 31st,,-Qt. the Cafe Au Go Go? 

A  Yes, I'attended both shows. As I thought 
about it, I was there ---- I think it was a Tuesday 
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evening, I believe, I'm not certain.  It was a Taes-

day or Wednesday, but I attended both the early and 

the late show, which was substantially the same. 

And did Mr. Bruce, at that time, ever grab 

his crotch? 

A  No, I sat --- as a matter of fact, I sat 

in the front row. I was moved. I sat to the side, 

and then I eras moved around and put right in the front, 

and*was in a position to observe very carefully, and I 

did pot see him do that. 

Were you present in Court when Mr. Rah made 

a mastUrbatory gesture, or were you not in Court that 

day? 

A  I was not present at that time. 

Q  Did you see Mr. Bruce on March 31st, make 

any masturbatory gesture? 

A  No. 

541 
 And it I may, Ni. Kuh5J gesture, I believe, 

wan moving the hand up and down, like this, (Indicating) 

from -abOut:nose level, down to the crotch? 

MR. KM If it please the Court, 

there was no testimony that that took place on 

the March 31st-April 1st show. There was 

no testimony that that took place on the 
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April 7th Show. There was the testimony 

that the midnight, April let show, there 
me a grasping by Bruce at his own crotch, 
or at that area, when describing the same 
part. 

THE COURT: The Court is pal 

aware of that, and will consider the testi- 

mony as ordinarily. 

MR.GARBUSt My recollection of 

the testimony, is that there was no such 
testimony on direct, rather was interjected 
by W. Xuh on his cross-examination. I have 
no other questions of the witness. ter. .  

Schwartz? 
MR. SOILURTZ: No, sir. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 
BT 

Q  Reverend, were you in Court during some of 
the.direet testimony in this case? 

A  I left --- I have not been in Court since 

it VW requested that those who were to testify as 80-

called expert witnesses, would be absent. 

Q  Prior. to that date, were you in Court during the 
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AJamclt testimony? 

A  lee, on Tuesday, I believe, yea. 

Q  Now, you state that you saw the Bruoe per- 

forme on the 31st, April let, and two performances 

that night, and you're not sure whether it was a Tuesday 

or not, am I correct? 

XR. GARBUS: I'll object to that. 

The witness' testimony was that it was a 

Tuesday. 

THE COURT: Gounzelor, a question 

is being asked. We do not want you to vol- 

unteer an answer. 

MR. GARBUS: He's misstating what 

the witness is testifying. 

THB GOUT: Overruled. 

JUDGE 2H122St He is not. His testi- 

mony is very clear. He wasn't positive. 

Am I correct, and do I correctly understand . 

your statement, that, you weren't positive it was a 

Tumtaay?, 

I'm positie that it was --- it was the mater- 

ial that vas found in the scripts, the transoriPto for 

the first script number 1, April let. 

Q  Then, the April lst script that you have in 
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front of, you ia the one that you aotually saw and 

heard? 
No, I saw two performances, One I think 

was prig., to midnight, and the other after midnight, 
Q ' And the one includes the one that you just 

held Up? 

That's correct. 

HR. KOH: And may the record 

indicate that is the April 1st, 10800 2,14. 

transcript, not the April 1st midnight 

tramsoript. 

Q ,  Ond 1 take it you saw the two the same 

night? Zn other words, you got there before the 10 

o'clock chow, and stayed through the midnight to 1:00 

A4M, show? 

A  roe, that's corrects 

Q  Now, you were present at Mr. London's home 

on an evening earlier this month, when certain trans-

oripts were played, ware you not? 

A  Zee. 
Q  Row many transcripts were played that nights 

sir? 

A  I believe just  I don't recall how many 

traiaorip,!.ss The material on.which I understood what 
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map. played, was all :of the material 'that --- on which 

Mr. Brune had been called up, or whatever you call it. 

41  Mize .you told? 

A  That is -correct. 

NR, GARBUS: I'll object to any 

questions concerning what transpired at 

Mr. London's house two weekeaago, as not 

being --- not having any relevance in this 

case. 

2H3 0OURT: Objection overruled. 

Bewp.about what time did you arrive at Mr. '  

Londonls:bouse that evening, and about what time did you 

leave? 

I arrived, it was a cloud.burst, about eight.-

I was to be there about eight. I got there about twenty 

to nins,i We were having trouble with the tape record-

er, ini:prally, I got another tape recorder, and I 

lefty it must have been around midnight or 11 o' clock, 

perhaps 10-11 11; around 11:30, 'perhaps. 

Q  So that until the tape recorder, there was 

no trouble in playing, was around, sometime around ten 

o'clock? . 

A  When I arrived. 

.i1(  You say you got there about 20 to nine, 

93. 
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and there was trouble with the machine, and ultimately, 

that:got as appropriate or proper machine? 

L  I would say yes. 

Q,  About that time? 

A  I would say about 9130 I guess. We did watch 

much longer thmk that:. 
And you lett around 114 

I believe it was later than 11;.11130, I'm 

not certain. 

Q.  Do you know how nay times -- how many tapes 

YOU heard played? 

I believe I heard two tapes. 

Q  Matsu some doubt in your mind about that? 

A  I heard 4.-- yes, there is. I know I was---

what I heard was what we were all gathered to hear, 

naikay the material that we --- that had been pallormed 

at the OateAn CO Go, and this I presume, was accomplished. 

I heard all that was played that evening. 

QP  Ion don't know if it was two tapes or three 

tapes? 

think it was two tapes, but I don't know 

whether it was two or three. 

Now, you say "What we all gathered to do," or 
"to, hear," was to hear the material. Had,you, prior to 
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that meeting, had some contact with the defendant Lenny 

Blvoes  l11.0-Zondons  *or Mt. Garbus, or somebody .from the 

defense side? 

A  Yes, I had a year before, seen Ht. Bruce's 

performances. I had written him a letter about his 

performance, had met him, and then when this happened, 

ras contacted. I'm not entirely certain 

whether X:aOtually said to Lenny Bruce that I would be wiles 

-linivto testify and back up the letter that I had 

Writ0i4;.aud what I felt he was doing, what he was 

000iPting- to dab but I was in contact, obviously, .with 

.P1r,4).-Oarbuo.. Be called me as I recall, and with ES?. 

Uln4024.,  Wore this taping, yes, this taped Play. 

.Q,  Bad you.  volunteered to be an expert wit- 

neass for lanny, as you put it, before 41/11.111 0E1 

A  Bo  go ahead, I'm sorry for the interrup- 

-don. 

Q  Did you volunteer to be an expert witness 

for Lenny7.. 

A  I did not volunteer. I only --- in the 

sense of being an expert witness. It wouldn't 

have ocourred to me to do that. I did say that I 

would be willing to be of use, because I felt what 

he was doing was important, and worthwhile, and I wrote 
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a letter to that effect. 

Q.  ',then did yQu. ildicatc, in connection with 

these arrests of 1;11e cl6feuca jiruce, that you wanted to 

be of soma uae? 

A  Wall, obviously after the arrest. I don't 

reoall.exactly-when after the arrest. 

Q.  Sometime before vine, over to Mr. London's 

house? 

A  Yes. 

Q  So that prior to actually hearing the tapes, 

that were heard in issue, prior to actually hearing 

those tapes, you had voluazearad to be of whatever help 

you could be to the defondan.; Bruce, is that correct? 

A  I haw already heard !r. Bruce probably about 

five or six times baloretl,at, including the two perfor-

mances we were disoussing. 

Q  And on the basis of having heard Bruce five 

or six times, it Wail clear in your mind that anything 

Bruoe said was okay, is that correct? 

41. GAAIJUS: i'll object to 

that. That was no the witness' testimony. 

It's improper cross-examination, 

TM;  Wojeczion overruled. 

A  (Oont'g.) I houlu certainly never say that 
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anything anyone said or did was okay before they said or 

did' it, no, sir. 

Q  Well, prior to the night of  that's been 

established as June 15th, at At, London's house, you 

had not heard the Bruce tape, or seen a transcript of 

the Bruce tape of. April 7th, had you? 

Roo  not the April 7th, I had not. 

And you had not physically be present and 

heard the 10 300 P.A. show on April 7th, had you, Rev-

erend? 

A  I had not. 

Q  And yea, prior to having not been present, 

and not having hoard the tape, and not having heard a 

transcript, and hence, not knoidng first hand what was 

in that ehow, you volunteered to help Bruce in any way 

you could, is that not correct? 

Hit. GARLAJJ: I will object to 

the question. There's no testimony that 

the witness knew --- 

TRH 0OURT: Counsel, make your 

objection, and not give testimony, please. 

Now, I pointed this out to you before. If 

you have a legal objection, to state it. 

MR. GARBU2: I object to that 
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question, on the grounds that that question 
would have no probative value. 

THE 00URT: Objection overruled. 
THE WITNESS: I don't remember what 

the question was. 
MR. GARBUS: I'll object to the 

question further, on the ground --- I'd like 
to state the ground for my objection. There's 
been no testimony that this witness knew which 
particular performance, which was the subject 
of the prosecution. 

THE 0OURT: Objection overruled. 
A  (Oont'g.) I --- let me see if I can straight-

en: this out. Actually, I did not, in a sense, volunteer. 
I Xmslip-.?. first of all, I knew Lenny's material. I have 
heard hiM a good many times. I know that it doesn't 
change that much, Also, that it had, not changed, un-
doubtedly, in the week or the three or four days that 
were there. I did not, however, agree to be a witness 
unti1.I had been --- I had had the opportunity to hear 
this material. I agreed --- I was willing to be a 
witness, but I had not made up my mind until it was oer-
tain in my own mind that the material that I would be 
testifying on, was material that I had heard, was familiar 
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with, and could testify upon. 

Q.  Whan you went to Mr. London's house on 

the night 'of dune 15th, was it the full expeotation 

that you would ultimately be a witness in this case, 

Reveissid 

MR. WIRHUS: I would object to 

the question on the grounds that it calls 

for speculation. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

• I wont with the expectation that I would be 

a witness, if the material that I hoard was essentially 

the material that I had already heard, the same mater-

ial that as I understood that had caused Mr. Bruce's 

arresU  I was not a captive witness or committed in 

any sense, beyond the fact of coming to hear those 

tapes, and confirm ny desire to be of any help that 

I would in this situation. 
MR. SUR: May I have the exhibits, 

please? 

Q  I show you an item that's been marked People's 

Exhibit 10 in evidence, and ask you if you saw, not physical. 

ly that sheet of paper, but that statement sometime prior 

to your appearance in Mr. London's house on June 15th? 

A  Yee, this is, I believe, not in this form, 
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as you say, but I believe this is the substance of 

a petetion that wan --- if it is the one that a Mr. 

Waloox (Mimetic) arranged, I'm faMiliar with it, I 

.can s.....ayiyes, it is. 

. I don't know who arranged it. It was a 
petition though, that was released to the newspapers 
over Certain person's names.? 

Yes. 

Had you seen thst prior to June 15th, your 

appearance.in Mr. London's house? 

 

- A  Yes, 

Did you, not using the words liberally now, 
but did you subscribe to the sentiments therein, prior 
to June 15th?  By "subscribe to the sentiments," I mean 
not necessarily sign it, but did you declare yourself 
in accordance with the sentiments, prior to June 15th? 

 

A  Yes, I was in sympathy with these --- the 

prinoiplea of this petition before June 15th. 

And so, prior to ever having heard the 

particular transoripts that sre involved in this case, 

you did find yourself in sympathy with the statement, 

"It is up to the audience to determine what is often- 

sive :6 them.  It's not a function of the Police De-
partment of New York, or any other city, to decide what 
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adult, private citizens may or may not hear," eta I 

correct? 

MR. GARBUS: I'll object to 
Mts. Kula reading that statement out of con- 
test. 

THE 00UET: Objection overruled. 
A  I had already heard the two shows, the 

April let show, before that petition was circulated, 
and on that basis I was in agreement with that petit-
ion. 

Q.  You had not heard the March 31st to April let 
midnight show, and you had not heard the April 7th mid-
night show, is that correct? 

A  I bad not heard the first or whatever show 
you're talking about. 

Q  The first and the second, is that correct, 
Reverend? 

A  I had heard two shows on the night of the 
31st. 

Q  If I tell you that only one of those shows 
is at'lisue, and you have just t estified that the two 
that you beard were the night of April 1st, Wednesday, 
and 

MR. GARHUJ: I'll object to Mr. 
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Kuhls question. That has not been the 

witness' testimony. 

MR. KUH: Withdrawn. 

Q  Let me start all over again. Have you 

heazd one of the shows that is in the transcript be-

fore reit? 

A  The April 1st show, is one that I have 

heard. 

(Zt  :'ill you show me that script? 

A  Yes. 

MR. KUH:  May the record show 

the witness has handed me People's Exhibit 

5A in evidence, which is the show of the 

April 1st, 10:00 2.k., or thereabouts per-

formance. 

THE UOURT: The record will so 

reflect. 

Now, did you hear the same show that was 

later that night mainly the April 2nd post-midnight 

show2 

A  I heard -- - let me see, what was the •••••11.1110 is 
there any`  I know that night that I saw the show, 

was the night that I believe --- I'm certain it --- there 

were two shows that night, and I went to the 10 o'clock,  
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And.then.stayed for the one after midnight, and I. 

don't\  I'm really now confused as to whether it was 

the 31st or -the 1st:4 

Well, Reverend, I don't want to confuse. 

you,,bUt in all the universities and places you were 

to, you did a great deal of reading, did you not? 

GARBUS:  I'll object to the 

question on thr: grounds that it's argument- 

atiVe. 

OCUAT: Objection overruled. 

A ;  YOGI  I did. 

tar  Now, I ask you to read the script, look at 

it, the one you just handed me not three minutes ago, 

and tell me, is that the script of the show that you 

actually witnessed, or is there some doubt in your mind 

about it? 

A  This is the April 1, 1964.  This show I 

witnessed. Now, whether it was  what date it 

was, because I have been through these transcripts 

several times. 

Q  Now, if I tell you that all the evidence 

in this . we indicates that the Cafe Au Go Go (Torpor-
: 

ation supplied the transoripts from which that trans-

cript* was made, that that transcript was from April let, 
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ten P.M., or thereabouts, does that refresh your recol-
lection that the performance you saw was the April 1st 
10100 Pa4; show? 

MR. GkAtitili:  I'll object to the 
question on the grounds that there has been 
no proof that this pertioular performance 
was different in any respects of the two 
performances that the Reverend saw on &rah 
31st. 

THE 00UHT: Objection overruled. 
A. .  (Oont l g.) I don't know the question 

I believe-- this is a script  this manuscript is 
a show that I sax. Now, ---- well, if that took place 
on April /et --- 

THE 0OURT: If that took place on 
April 1st, ls ipril let the date? 

THE ifITNESS:  Then it must be 

the 'date that I saw it. 

THE 00UKT:  All right, let's 

move on. 

Q.  Now, if I tell you that this is also in-

volved hare, and Zenny Bruce wee criminally charged in 

connection' with a show the previous night, that is, 

just past midnight on April. 1st, before this, and is 
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also charged 'with the show on April 7th at about 10:00 

P.M., would3ou say that those were shows that you 

were not familiar with until you got to Mr. London's 

house on June 15th? 

A.  There are, of the shows, one .or two that I'm 

not faMiliar with that I did not hear before June the 

15th, that's correct. 

Q  And so, when you found yourself, prior to 

June 15th, in accord with the statement that, "Itts up 

to the audience, and it's not up to the New York: City 

Police to determine what adults may hear," at that time 

you were ignorant of the materials on which at least 

one or possibly two of the criminal charges were based, is 

that correct? 

A  I was ignorant in the sense that I had 

not heard that particular show, yes, I was not ignor-

ant of the material, Lenny Bruce's material, and the kind 

he was using the same --- essentially the same material. 

However, I was ignorant of that specific performance, 

right.* 

Does Bruce use the same material on each • 

No. 

Does he change certain things and leave one 
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bit in' and leave another bit out, and change the word- 

ing and vary the order, and use it as a whole bunch 

of fungible items from which he drac whichever ones 

he chooses?  Do you have trouble with the word "fungible," 

RoveTend? 

A  Yee. 

Q  You know what it means, though? 

A  No, I don't. 

Q  If I tell you thnefungible" or similar 

terms that Gan be interchcns3d, that wheat is fungible, 

corn is fungible, would you accept my definition of "fun-

gible?" 

MR.GAABUS;  May I object to his 

using the word "funEible"Y 

M. XXII: It's a clean word, 

Reverend. 

MR. GAili31.1.3:  I'll object to Mt. 

- Xuh's statement. 

TEE COULZ: Sustained. 

Q:  Now, Reverenel l  As it your knowledge that 

Mk..Bruse varies hip materials in tds fashion? 

.A.  Yes, it Ir. 

Q-  'And_that his mnterials are mixture, and" they 

donut` always contain the same story or indeed, the same 
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story with ,Ohs same words? 

A  They change, yes, sir. 

Q.  And so that prior to June 15th, you had 

np knowledge of just what words he used on April 7th, • 

Or what stories he told on April 7th, is that correct, 

Reverend? 

MR.. GARBUS: I X11 object. He's 

already testified he had knowledge, iliased 

upon his having seen the five previous 

Performances. 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

Q  Incidentally, Reverend, you're an Episcopal 

Olargyman? 

A .  Yes. 

Q  Aro you here representing the Episoopal 

Ohuroh? 

MFR GARBUS:  I'll object to 

the question. The witness was not qualified 

on the basis of representing any particular 

Church. 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

We'll allow it. 

A 
 

No, I'm not representing-the Episcopal 

Ohuretho  
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Are you :here representing any committee 

on the Episcopal Church? 
A  No. 

4  Are you.here as a spokesman for :the Episcopal 

Arohdiocese of this area, or the Episcopal Diocese? 

A  No, I am not. 
Are You here solely in your own personal capacity 

as one Sidney Lanier, fan of Lenny Bruce? 
A -  I'm here .as Sidney Lanier, Vicar of the 

St. Oliitent's Churoh, and a person wbo has had con-. 

siderablo experienoein theaters, in the world of thea-

ters, and has oongregations mz..de up largely, of 'pre-

dominantly theater people. 

Q  As you indicated, ne vicar, you work under 

another person at the church in which you work, at 

St. Clement's? 

A  I don't work under  actually, in tact, 

I am  act as rector of parish. However, I'm 
ander the Bishop of New York. 

Q.  Did the Bishop of Hew York designate you 

to Come here and testify in the Lenny-Brace case? 

A -  Ho. 

Q  So you're basically hergto'get back to it, 
• 

as Sidney Lanier, who happens to be employed as a clergy= 
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and who believes he has certain judgments and certain tastes 

in the field, is that correct? 

MR. GARBUS: I'll object to the 

question.. The witness has already testi- 

fied. 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

THE .FITNESS: Esentially, I sup- 

pose that is it, if you  I'm not in any 

official capacity from the Diocese, no, 

air, 

 

Q.  Now, you, Reverend, I assume, are complete- 

ly faMiliir, aro you not, with the 2nd Commandment? 

 

A  Idolatry, yes. 

 

Ai  And just how is that Commandment worded? 

 

A  Eow does it work? 

14R. GARBUO: I'll object to 

Mr. Rith's question, "how the Commandment 

'Kirks • " 

' MR. KUH: Worded. 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

. That was' not the question. 

 

A  I-  don't  well, "Thou shalt have no ()V= 

God berore me. Thou shalt not make unto thee a graven 
• 

" image. 
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.Q  ihat Commandment is it, Reverend, that 

says, "Thou shalt not take the name. of the Lord they God 

in Vain"? 

 

A  There are severl Commandments, both in 

 

Genesis  and Deutetotony, but the  "Thou shalt not 

take the Lord ---" that's the First Commandment. 

 

Q  The First Commandment, Is it deemed to 

be, "I am the Lord ThyGod, thou shalt have no other 

gods but me," and the one that I mentioned? 

 

A  Each Commandment has several sections, 

both in Brod= and Deuterotomy. There is a difference 

in number. 2ho,Xonaanatholic Commandments, for instance, 
are taken from one --- what the Roman Church uses, a 

different number as well as the Protestant ones, a dif- 

ferent number. 

Reverend, do you take the Commandment, "Thou 

shalt not take the name of the Lord, they God in vain," 

as to be limited to those vey words, or do you give 

to it a breth somewhat similar to the breth you give 

the words Lenny Bruce uses? 

 

A  Would you ask that question. again. I didn't 

hear the last . two words that you said. I would answer 

 

that by  saying that  part of my trrtining is that the 

intent of what is said is as important as what is said. 

 

Q  And would .you say the intent of that Commndil!ents 
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be it Second, or whatever number it may be given, the 

intent 'of that Commandment is to deal with all things 

Godly.? 

With --- in the oase of that commandment, 

the, reason it was protulAaAed, certainly within Jewish 
.  •  •  , 

history, .the fear of the use of the name of God for 

sorcery and witchcraft, and that .41ort of thing, was 
one of- the basic reaso*Is, as well as .the demeaning 

044 *e_image of God by the profane use of it. 

Rave the Commandments any meaning in todgyts 

801074 Naverend? 

 

A  I certainly believe so,yes. 

 

Q  And in today's society, do you find love, 

and indeed, sexual love, somekind of God-like, some-

thing God-like, somethinir, beaUtiful, something eternal, 

sompthing i spiritual? 

 

A  Yes. 

 

t-- Q  And do you think that that whole concept 

of s 

 

1 love is demeaned and taken in vain when.given •••611 1,1K: 

 

words such as "fuck"? 

A  No, I do not believe that this is true. In 

BOW oases  No, I do notij  

Q  'You do know the Commandment, "Honor thy 

father and thy mother," do you not, Reverend? 

A  res. 
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HR. CAREW; The Reverend has testi- 

fied that it does not have this meaning in 

this context. 

THE COURT; We do not, counsel want 

your testimony. 

NR WITNESS: It --- 

I didn't hear your answer, Reverend. 

A  It has that meaning as the word "baetarg I 

suppose, has that basic meaning too, as one of its meaniAgok:' 

depeuding.on.the context within which it is used, and 

byuhoma4t le used. 

Do you use the word "motherfuoker" from your 

pulpit? 

A  No, I do not. 

Ton have a very advanced theatrical congrega- 

tion, do you not, Reverend? 

A  'Mare are times and places for the use of 

certain language. 

Q .  And do you urge it from your pulpit, mean-

ing,a term of endearment, and sometimes outrage, as you 

auggest4t might mean? 

A  No, I do not. 

MR. GARBUS: Objection. The wit- 

ness already testified that he does not use 
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it from the pulpit. 

THE COURT: The objection is 

overruled. 

Q •  Is there a reason why you do not use it from 

your pulpit, Reverend Lanier? 

A  Because of the context. 

Q  What context, Reverend? 

A  2he Context of the intent of the .servioe 

itself, or whatever --- if I'm preaching a Demon, I 

would 

Qr.  Mc you not speak to your flock with terms 

of endearment, Reverend? 

A  Yee. 

4.  DO you ever call them, within a sensitive en-

dearment, "motherfuokers"? 

A  No, I do not. 

Q.  Can you .tell us why, Reverend? 

A  Because it's not part of my language. It is 

the part --- it is the language of people that I know, 

and who use it the way I described. It's not umbilio, 

to me, this language. 

Q  You're constantly broadening your own vo-

cabulary with your reading and with your studies, and 

with attendancofit various functions, arq'ou not, 
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Reverend? 
A  / suppose. 

This as a word, how long have you known of 
the expression °motherfucker," would you say? 

A.  Well,,that's 20 years, perhaps. 
you 

Q  Is there any reason why/have never adopted 
item part of your language,' Reverend? 

Just as I wouldn't adopt a word like "lousy" 
a.s, ah _Ordinary part of my conversation. 

Why, Reverend? 
Because:the occasion .that I would have to 

use,jhis language is  and the ciroumstances,'and, 
the Culture of a cultural groUp, and so on; it's not 
language that is.normally used in this way. 

(4*  Ws not a word, it's not language normal--
ly.uSed with a oultural. group that makes - up your 
congregation is•that what you're telling us? 

NA. GARBUS: I'll object to 
it. That was not the witness' testimony, • 
your Honor. , 

TB 0OURT:. Objection.  overruled. 
A  .(0ontIg.) No, it's not used --- it would 

netl,e used from the pulpit. I would not use it  I 
would not particularly use it. I do know, in. certain 
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homes in certain plaoes that I go, and having to do 

with my parish; this word is used in their homes, 

and in 4.-0- and this I'm talking about, in the Negro 

'oommunityl it is used in mixed company and so on, with-

oUt any. taboo. 

Q  Reverend, please answer my question now. 

MR. GARL3US:  11 objeot to Mr. 

Etas statement. The answer was respon-

sive. 

THE OOURTz Objection overruled. 

THE WITNESS; Would you ask --- 

Q  My question was as to your own use of the 

wOrdiand'why, having known it 20 years, and having 

found it sometimes a term of endearment, and having 

found that it doesn't mean what the words that 

make it Up mini ask you why you have never used that 

barmlessu  endearing, lovely phrase that you've told 

us about? 

Because it's a word, if I were to use it, 

and in the oontext of a good deal of my life and 

worki !Cad evoke enough static, that what I was 

saYing,would_not be heard. I wduld excuse my words. 

to.oarry my intent, and the intent might be misunder-

stoode _beeause normally, people I speak with, do 
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not use thiS word as a coins  as. an ordinary coin of 

conversation4 

Q  Did I hear you right; it would evoke enough 

y.  that,,the'words you used, that the other words 

would not be.heargi and normally, the people you deal 

with, do not use it as ordinary coin of conversation, 

is that what you said? 

A  The majority of people that I deal with. 

Howeverg.I mean I,do deal fairly freuently with 

peop16'for whOlaCthis word is not a static-bearing. 

words but you haai'd me correctly otherwise, yes. 

Q  Mark. yoa. Wham the defendant, Lonny 

Bruce ses it, are there people in the audience to 

whom it was estatic, who were shocked, .who were jarred 

and who laughed at tae sudaonnesL, ,ad 1.2,1ch3d at 

the surprise of it, and found aLlusin.; the co:trage 

in using thiS word that most of us would not Lse in 

a ascent society?. 

NR. GARBUS: I'll object to any 

question which regc..ites the Reverend to 

giva his.impression of what the people in 

the audienoe are thinking; when they hoar 

Bruce's performance. 

THE COiiRTs Objection overruled. • 
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A  (gant'g.)  believe that the word does 
have a certain shock value. • I do not, however, 
believethat hr..BruCe uses it for shock value, but 
it's part'of the method by which he communicates 
the deeper intent of what he's sayin4;. I think there 

is a certain taboo value to some of these words, yes, .  

I would be foolish not to say so. 
Q  Whetdeeper . intent does Mr. Bruce get 

over when he says to his audience, not in dialogue, 
but talking to his a.idience, not as anyone else, but 
says to them,- "You motherfucker"? 

R. GARMS: I'll object to Mr. 
KuMs saying, "When Mr. Bruce says, not in 
dialogue." 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
A  (Cont'g.) I do not recall his using it as 

an indirect address, so to speak. I --- 
q  Let me refresh your recollection. Turn 

to page 22 of the April 1st script that you have 
there, about fiVe lines- up, and tA.1 me if that re-
freShes your recollection of his use of the word in 

direct address to his audience.? 

A  Page 20 --- 

Q 
 TWantp.iwo, or the April 1st script, part 
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of whioh you referred to. 

A  Nay I have just a moment to read it, be-
clause it'e a little 

Q  About five lines from the bottom, the line, 
coincidentally, which starts with the word "bullshit." 

A  I think therc l s no particular moral intent 
in the use of that phrase. However, the total story 
is that of --- 10 thl.t of the one' of Jackie Kennedy, 
I believe, which I've said what I feel about that par-
ticularspisode. 

Q  Gan you tell me what the use of the word 
"bullshit" and the phrase, "You motherfuckers", add 
to your interpretation of that episode? 

MR. G1ABU5:  I'll object to 
the question. There's been no testimony 
by the witness that that language adds to 
the interpretation. 

THE 00Tat  The objection is 
overruled. 
If you  hoK can --- I can say. there's 

a certain approach to language, a certain ambience, 
a Certain attitude on the part of the performer we're• 

:1  . 
_tatting about, which this is his style. If. you took 
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This is :his style, is that correct? 
A  The use 

GAIOUU:  I'll object to Mr. 
Kuh taking a lord of the witness' state 

ment, interrupting him, and making that a 
separate sentence. 

TUE COUaT; Objection overruled. 
A  Sometimes when --- let's see if I oan state 

it so that I  what my feeling about it, because 
I'm not here Aramwa.  here becauee I honestly believe 
that what Mr. Bruce does, is not socially objectionable, 
but just the contrary.  I feel that chat he does 

with language, and with the underground language, and 

with taboo language, is to --- sometimes to shook, 
sometimes to highlight, sometimes to ridicule, and I 
have no  if you ask Ine Idott a given word means, 
a given .110.0 why he uses a given word at a given moment, 
I really cannot testify on that. 

Q  Well, Reverend Lanier, I did not go through 
this script this morning 1),tge by page, skipping a few 
pages here and there, and uay that, I see the words 
about Jackie Kennedy haulin,; asu, but the meaning that 

I see it is thus and such."  I didn't do it, you did. 
I want you to tell me what meaning: is added by the 
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line, "it's all bullshit. None of you motherfuckers ever 
stayed one time in your life." Now, in that sen 
tenaes  ghat meaning particularly is added by the word 

• 

"motherfUnkers"? 

Again,1 have to come back to the total 

context of what he's doing.  It seeme.to me not 
relevant. that one line out of a total context which 
is  is the impottant thing about his work, 
and, what he does.  It's not just one line here or 
there,  Yea can --- that's not the important thing. 

• 

Q  Well, Reverend, if that line were omitted, 
if that.line were omitte:1, supposing that the per-
former, Lenny Bruce, jusVaescribed that bit, "It's 
all ,bullehlt. None of you motherfuckere Mb AO WM 

 went on 

as follow', would there have been a loss ofmeauing if 
• 

he substituted for the word "mohertuckere", "You • 
people;-you bums, you heels, you nice people, you, 
ladies and gentlemen;" supposing he substituted 

• 
something and left it out, would your explanation 

of.the,JaoXie Kennedy story change any? 

14R. GARBULI: I'll object to 

the question on the grounds it calls for a 

speculative answer. 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 
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In thi case, I would nay that itt a 

comparativOI minor aepoot of it, and it would not 
. • .  . 

(11162'1E8 tho intent of the story, no. 

14_ ''''Mould°  the  value of the Bruce per- 
for  niEht have been diminished if those 

words :had been left out? .  
MR. GARBUS:  object to 

*the question on the Erounds that it calla 

-for speculation. 

t 

THE COURT: Objection is 

overruled. 

-What, in a aence you're asking no to do, 

No, I'm juat askin' you to answer my ques- 

tion, Roverend. • 

1R4 GARBUS  1.111 object to 

Vr. Ruh arguing with the witness. 

THE COURT:  Objeotion overruled. 

A  =:‘I'oen't answer that question in one sentence, 

beesuise wiat it essentially is saying, "How would I.-

liritwl.onntBrue la material if I were Lenny Bruoe?"" 

1;01  I'm askin you --- you came here and 

loUnd 'malOing in everything that Lenny Bruce did, • -$.7.  • 
and VI: askingT  you to find meaning in that particular 



MU'?e here as a man of God, is that 

correct? 

Whin finds morality in the Lenny Bruce per-

l*i 
!  . 

forma , n that correct? 

crier . for Defendant - Gross 

GARBUS: I'll object to 

any statements by Mr. Ruh which are not.  

in the form of question° . Mr. Ruh in 

net testifying here as a witnean; 

THE COURT: Objection overruled„ 

A  The --- the story as told, if all of the.  

no,callod taboo, or the taboo language, or the language 

thatiou might  that is not normally used in polite 

oodistyi were' deleted, the story would not be the 

same,' the intent of the story would not oome aoross 

as -oftectiveAy, and thereby, the total impact of 

whp.t he wasililying, would be lessened, and it simply 

wouid. be'solpthing else it would be something else 

again, 

ye that true of this particular line? 

I'm not asking_about  you're not here qualified 

as.a.theator.eritio, are you, Reverend? 

A ' NO, I peon tot. 
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.T134it is .0orroot. 

asking you an to this partioular line. 

Rom'  1qu34:you find inca morality, loss offeativenoopt  

.if that.line Mhich inoludon the word "motherfucker" 
a. 

moro.nmitted or changed in somo fashion, or mill 

yo:kbo frankm, and say it wouldn't matter a tinker's 

eat?' 

NR0 OARBUS: Itll object to 

Ur. Zuh 'testifying on behalf of'tho 14t- 

.11(111111" 
'THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

I= tvuld say, and I believe I. have already 

statodt  go a matter of fact, that in this narroming 
.  • 

down :to 404D one word in thin particular 'line, if 

it woo deloted, it would not oubstantially ohango 

the, pirpase and moaning of the story, and thoreforop 

it•taight nst matter. It might matter a tinkozon 
•• 

4emtibUt it may not matter too much more, don't 

hnd3 
• I 

• 

the' 00mm1ndments that nays, "Thou shalt not commit 

mo ask you to turn to page 29 of 

tha:'saMo:SOript: Do you know in there one of 
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P194 GARBU5s  object 
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jaich one is that, Reverend? 

The,Sevezith Commandment. 

- . - 
Are you mire of that? 

Yes. 

Deem the number vary with that Command. 

ment :az it does lath some of the others, Reverend? 

A  -It varies, but that's the. Seventh. 

8.  Turning to the material on page 29 of 

the April Ut script, and the material about the 
rettnited.40koldiand Bruce's advice to the woman, 

---" and I'm paraphrasing considerably, 

"But. donit-sdmit that you've ever committed adultry, 

don' 't adMit other affairs that you've had."  Will 

you toll me how that furthers a moral purpose? 

A  I think that the intent that Mr. Bruce 
q_  ,•• 

hadhpretlitie s  I must say by the wuy, that ndt all 
4 

pir.riacess.Materialls filled with high moral 

purPoaso  ak you seem to be trying to indicate 

that 7; ,y®  I have said a Ereat deal of it 

is, an4 thd overall intent. Some of it is just 

simpiihumin observation that is humorous or 
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;to Mr. Bull's qucation. That was not 

,the yltness e  testimony. 

THE COURT: Objection. It's 

a question, not a statement. 

It ,his ,case, he 

human situation, which in my 

that I oertainly kno* about, 

11111 you tell us  

s discussing that. the 

counseling, and so on, 

that --- 

what the moral content 

ls-otthe;advice to women, and I quote, When you 
• -- 
i were in bed, with a guy, to say that I was sleeping, 

ihe fell.doWili he's queer," or something along, those 

line,11 you tell me what the moral value is 

that. you see-in that'portion, that bit, thatEWuce 
e 

'MR. GARB'S: I'll object 

to Mr. Kuh interrupting the witness' 

testimony.  He was in the middle of 

en answer when Mr. Yuh put his last 

question 'to him. May we allow the 

,witness to answer his last question, 

when Ur.:Kuh interrupted him? 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

The Court is not aware of that procedure, 

-Whit thie particular segment hes to say, 
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nip:441:44/z danoernUI:aa a pastor, and if you 
Vank titik 0,104.  expert, I don.ttknoW, but 

i4,44rtatnly do. know thatoonfesaion • 
0.864 as .a weaPo.n, tine Person 

other; that the marriage& •relation* 
U  "Ur i.i.„....)4.e.ktpt jootiglex one, in "r140:2,  

"r;;  .  , 

:1101i0 et and truthful, • namely the 
Gan often be aunt .  

• 

• ,- Z also -- I see thin  the•human .  . 
;the work ;%hat 1 do. ions ',think.  

X.'044.4Y;tietiatirfa point of it , • in. .terms of: 'jitatioe 
s.laOriii. at#,Ilurni.2.ity that• we were talking about 
ee4,11.0.$•*at I mentioned, is that it is -- is if 

. .„ 
la! AlbA hole  part of 'what hers s ay ins ~~,  I • 

her40 P'1114/13  it in another way, at another 
,;,., 
1' 

And.ie that the moral vane that you 
- • aa.---74.403:b0v, floe fin, .$hat bit of Lenny Maya ef13? 

:r  2bat in one aspect of it. • ;  •  • 
And you., an a pastor, are suggesting 

.  . 

•:- 
• ,  • 4,  • 

- 
r-4titotoUty has beeVeoranitted frequently, itta 

thing to do, not to oanfoss 
aip:-ItaqUently,  , the ecnfe anion of it, with all •••  .,• .  •-• 

tirifiiifilkntalyileneatit, is a very hate-filled 'tango  
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•ilstlAttii a meal value, moral subatando, is mc 

lierVe0Oicsecial purposes, in that it counselo to 
•••'  ' arib and - ,00Unsala to• aonaeal adultry? 

2054 OARBU3: /Ill objeat. 

to ;. it.. fiat's not the testimony Of the 
Witness. 

THE. COURT: Objeotion ovorrUled. 

don't believe thut that's exactly what 
;:sa144 alp.a. matter of faot, what you just Summar. 

.; 
• -  Ton tell ma in simple words what the 

metal lialitivis of that Bruce bit? 

4 -1The moral value of it, is essentially to_ 
in a-n.k6hOilnb, 44th people whose experiences arc 

frequent*guite aibilar to the ones he describes. 

After.al*heo not talking about a tribe, forartten 

tribe .semii41,oro,-;-.B.011: talking about poople, about. 

bum(t01440'iand thaera sitting in-'an  in a. night 

21243r 0.W*'+4  • 
2,Vhstiaro they there fore? 

. beg yeir:  pardon? 
• 

ara. they there for, Reverend? 
'' .Theifre':there to enjoy themselves, to hear 

, 
. , pi ;3.3*tell• tip 
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-4  To enjoy themselves, did you say? 
ror entertainment. 

For entertainment, did you say? 

Us, 

Now, as for the audienoe, who was there 
for entertainment, would you oonoede that some 

might be titillated, some might laugh, some might.  

find funny; the oonoopt of a husband finding his 

' wife in be4 with another man, and the wife saying, 
• • • 

he tripped, he just happened to land ther4." - /v• A 

• Will; gou.concteito that might have oertain entertainment 
value?.  

VA. GARBUSZ I'll objeot to 

any question asking the Reverend to analyze 

what the •reaotion of the audienoe would 

bea  whether or not they would be titillated 

by anything that was said in this perfor. 

manoo 

THE COURT: Counselor, you're 

beginning to be puzEling to the GoUrt. 

Vby 
 

this ,witness was oalled ~~ assume he'a 

an expert, on something, and if he is  , 

, offered to us as such, I think we should 

-permit oroas—examination. Your objeotion 



• 
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is overruled, 

MR . UR3U:3: I will mke.no 

objeotions to whet I conceive to be creen. 

examination. 

THE WURT: You've made:your 

objection. Objection overruled.. 

Please answer my question, Reverend.. 

(iRepOrter reads back last question) 

I would like to finish answering 

C'; Well, IW6uld like you to answer ,this 
• questA.on.,, 

GARBUS:  I object, linlems 

the witnecs ie &llowed to answer the Pre-

vious question. 

THE COURT:  The witness in 

directed to answer the question. 

I on't feel that --- Now, the question 

was, ;tholrou thinl this is oliArtaining?" I •••••••••• 

No v  the question was, do people that 

:go.'tonight clubs and ooffee houses, would at 

lt!'as*_a portion 'of than find the idea of this 

st10.fpliat4o107;the:wife, that hi: fell, or that 
.  ,  . 

'bfijapi,q44.-that:"I don' t know who this an in, i'm 
• 

.81.04Pilliti,....they would find this titillating, entertaining. 
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Entertaining and funny, perhaps. Titillating,: 

w, will you tell me, getting beak to 

`the irior,qUestion, what moral menses() you find 

thia'OtOry for the night club habitualT 

The moral messame esentially, in this, 

or the'medliage, the human message having to do 

With huiaw.behavior, the word "moral" sometimes, 

1. think,:adds a,solomn note that is not exactly 
intended 'by. that. It's not rrenent in it. It 

b9ffiiiein...tie beginning of this dpisode, when 

he's  When the man is begging her to tell 

him if she's had --- had any infidelties, and has 

committed adultry, and is doing it in ell sincerity, 

and atleast appearing to. Rut eseentlally, what 

..So' happen  1.111LAILACLILAIIEf  far 6T° PPor-. 

.tunity!to:punish.her, and this particular kind 

of- relationship bmtwoen a men end a woman is 
•  

that'is-not unfamiliar, and it dealt with 
.  _ hUmane4 rpughly, and .Er. Bruce's comment on it, is 

his id0a,moly, the answer is, y  "Don't say anything." 
Umdor port#in circumstances, I might agree or dis- 

- 
asrcet yut.1 dcnot believo th© intent of the 

Cntiro:ltdryil. ending:up with, "BA fell down," or 
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"lies a fagehairdresser," or something of that sorb;, 

Tha intent' is sheer entextaiment. The intent is 

a OCMiehthty on the complexities of the human re. 

latioship libleh can use troth to injure one an—

other, andlhis le not good, thin is not right, 

and t4isje essentially the purpose of this bit, 

or ati klefist this is one of the intents of this bit. 

Not, if hes w comedian, ho's going to have to be 

funn7o othawise be's not going to be working, and 

thereforvethere is Certain entertainment and certain 

Valle iny#a-14 ha's saying. Certainly he is not 

a preacher, lit is not essentially a oreaoher in 

a Puti 

. Well, then , Reverend, are you telling 

ue that some of the Bruce hits hove moral value, 
and strike a'moral if one looks for it, and others 

of than ar6 just there fore entertainment, and the 

moral:value either is not apparent, or is better 
. 

iristi2ate4f,  , 

 

A  , I believe, having heard Er, Bruce a good 
.  .  • 

manicisiea; - and 'having conversed with him, that 

all'Ide.idAes;is a performance proceeding out of 

a ffe44raOrame  'of reference, a point of view 

about the.Words which I third-  fundtmentally 
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.  . mora.Van4 0 fundamentally compassionate, 

(Ve  Wed you say that some of his materials._ 

are ther0 for the entertainment value, and the find.-

in Of =tie: Clog moral viewpoint, the clear 'moral 

mataphOrp.is sometimes difficult, am 1 oorreet, 

Bavoria?.  

I would.say yes, that is true. 

And in. Some of those materials, is a 

partiOn.0 thq,,entertainment supplied by the use 
,  •, 

of desc ltions of parts of the body, by the use 

.of.disdriPtions Of bodily functions, by the use 

of.soma,:Of the worth: that I will not repeat at 

thisitima, but which some in our community find 

objectionable* Is that the way some of the enter-

tainMent:Nalne is achieved? 

• That isn't the way it entertainu me. 

You're here as somebody who has seen 

four ,or five of Brucols acts, who's read a number 

of the tha scripts. You told us that soma of them are :there 
.  . 

for,entertainment, is that corr6ot? 

Ton, but you aE4ked m© for  if ,:the use 

of oertain portions'of the body, the.use. of oer- 
.  , 

tainworde, was.sheerly for entertainment value, and 
„  . 

I. told '70a .that my response was that what I find 
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entertaining, and what I find amusing, and what I 

tind:cef Wet  —th is --- the words that he never -- in .•  • 
nicOiniiint  the words, the things he sayS'alk the 

mordi tiiIsee are not peripheral and not just thrown • 
• • ,• •  

• 

in tai eider shook or to cause a geffew but they • • 
ire Vert and parcel of the total picture; and that$13 

,.4 
the' yay S experience it when I see him perform. 

q  al, if Bruce in a show said Boma- . 
thiriz• along. these lines to coma 

.21R. GARBUS:  object to 

Mr.).  Reverend Lanier testifying, 

.unless hers show a copy of 'that..: I 
didn't believe he has even seen that per- 

formanao. He's already testified 'he 

mea not. in Court when Hr. --- 

TH3 COURT: Objection overruled. 

MR..GARBUS: Your Honor, the 

Rverend has never --- 

TH3 COURT: Be is here as an 

expert, 

)R. GARBO: He has never said 

ha heard that performance. He specifioally 
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said he did not, and there are no trans-

soripts.of that. 

TRE COUR2: The objection is 

overruled. Show the witness the oopy.'  

JUDGE CREEL: And the page, 

MR, KUH: Min is not some 

thing in evidence your Honor. I'm re- 

ferring 210W OM! Oa IMO 

MR. GAHBUS: If it's not in 

evidence, I will certainly object to 

His. Kith referring to it. 

14R. KUH: I'm referring now 

to the testimony of 1.1r. Ruhe. The con-

siderable detail from his notes describe 

this particular incident. I'd be glad 

to show him Mr. Ruhe's notee, but those 

notes are not in ellidence. 

TH3 COURT: I'll allow the 

question. 

UR. GAR2US: I'll object to the 

Reverend testifying about testimony that 

occurrbd when he was not present in .  . 
,Court, when he's already testified about 

that particular pc:formance. 
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'THE 0OURT: Counselor, we 

.have overruled that objection: Oan you tell 

ta what either the ehtertainment.value is, 

or the social value of words along 

these lines? 

THE WITNE"..;S: One of the 

aiPects  may I answer this by a slight 

indirection, if that's all rightf 

I Rik you to answer it as directly ai you 

 

.k  All right, I will, One of the aspects 

of voi  perprmance of it, of what happens at Ienny 
.trucetfperformance, is that the event, the total 
'avent-is'important, and this again goes back to 

the Uda,Of context::.  He talk about context with 

a,'book,4r,with a passage from a book. In the. 
• ,  •  • 

case Cf..46.11rcce, his context is a room with a 
small,btagetrwith a spotlicht, with an audience, 
mteuere .,paying attention to what he was saying, 

17" 

or'Xi:.1tening to,him, and this total context 
= Am4Apytht$71Ateraetion between what he says and 
wctt!*,atitlienoe brings to it as well, is the 

meaninglint:LTthe obnmUnicate of his act, 'and to 

ask ma.  to'tell you what the value of that 'particular 
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seri96/„of,Words might be, would be • •  • OM AO oftak and speak- 

ing as.an expert, whatever 
4 , 

howavb yog-  wish to define 

;impglasible as an expert. 

Mt-..41460s performance is 

quently'about Mr. Xennedy, 

and'that is• to say  and 
• A 

that may be, I mean 

it, would be to be ir- 

I can really, in many ways. 
what we used to word frea. 

a --- performance, 

in Hebrex, incidentally, 

the wilrd.lwOrd and "event" are the same thing, 

and thSres a very little analogy here between 

the, social*oomMentaries IN...a 0. the social common-, 
tater?. of:Judaism, who spoke their comments to a 

groO*06Inderbtood and put in context what ho 

was sAAngi and' this, I think Mr. Bruce does, and 
.  4' 

this is the Yay he operates. This is his whole --- 

and it's : to take a page of print and road it, and 

think- you,ive experienced the moaning of what Mr. 

'Bruce•i“Oingr  is completely wrong, and I mean, 

for'llistannes, if you read the story of Rased, if 

I-wereto *)1.1 you the- story of Hosea, Hosea is 

told' by.GOdto marrya whore, and he does, and 

sho'is - untal:thfUl to him repeatedly, and that's 

story, qt  then he takes her back repeated- • •  • 
`T.ilhati.e. the story of Hosea. How, this . Was. 

told and 'Said in a oontext that was understood' 
• 
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and yeAolnow,that Hosea, that it represented' the 

'relationship between God and Israel. Atiow,. I'm:not 

saying"thatlir.' Bruce.  is Hosea, certainly. But 

ijayinethaithecontext of those spoken words.  and the 

'audirs4O.to,'whiCh they're directed, is very impor- 
• •  •  . 

 

7  . 
tanti anCI cannot responsibly answer the question 

you,asked.mei "Is it entertaining, or what is it," 

you knowp.jwithout putting it in some context. 

Have you made you answer, Reverend? 

Yes. 

.Without reference to Hosea, without refer- 

ence to Hebtaic meaning of words, without reference 
. 

to thesl.ate President Kennedy, can you tell me 

what the moral value or the entertainment value is, 

in:  Brucps 

MR. GARBUS: I'll object to 
y,t  
the question on the grounds that the 

witness has already testified that he 

cannot answer the question put out 

' of context. Your Honor, I made an 

.objection. 
,  . 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

MR ,GARBUS: Exception.. 

May I have your answer, Reverend Lanier? 
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would have to --- wells'the only 

answer I can, give is that I do not know what 

that means out of context. I do not know what 

hisintent.was 

THE COURT: Let's move on. 

Q  Let me ask this, Reverend. The Bruce 

performance is a performance played to a live audience ordinarily 

not recorded just they get it live as it comes at them, 

is that-correct? 

A  That's correct. 

Q  Now, can you tell me in that context, 

when an audience hears something like this live 

before Bruce gets on to the next material, have 

they time to speculate about Preisent Kennedy, 

Hosea the Bible, and all those other things that 

you are speculating about on the witness stand? 

MR. GARBUS: I'll object 

to the characterization of the witness' 

testimony as speculation, and I'll 

object to the question as asking 

the Reverend to draw conclusions. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 

Q  Would you turn to the April 7th script, 

,page, :27, Apr1.1.7th; page 27, page .26 to 27, the, 
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bottom.of page 26 to below the middle of page 27. 

A.  This is April 7th? 

Q'  April 7th. Can you tell me the connection 

that you .see --- can you tell me the connection that 

you see between the story about Eleanor Roosevelt, 

And the sentence immediately following it that. says, 

"I've been' here for years before you had any tits," 

this being addressed to Mrs. Roosevelt; "When you 

were nine:years old; 0 long, Ellie, rwant to hear 

the truth about her Mildred Babe Zahariaa'Dike - pro- 

file..  you tell me the connedtion be- 

tween Mrs. Roosevelt and Mildred Babe Zaharias' dike 

profile? 

MR. GAitBUS: Your Honor)  at 

this point, I think the transcript was 

innaccurate.  It was not 

MR. KUH: I stand corrected; Babe 

Zaharias, a woman golfer)  about, I take it, 

1939. 

THE WITNESS:  I'm lost, I'm sorry, 

we're up to page 26 or page 27? 

Page 26 starts the Mrs. Roosevelt bit, 

.and goes on just the middle of 27, when Bruce says).  

apparently addressingMrs. Roosevelt, "I've been here 
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for yeats before you had any tits, when you were 

nine years old. So long, so long, Ellie. I want 

to hear the truth about her Mildred Babe Zaharias, 

a dike profile of 1939."  Tell me the connection 
between the two? 

A  I don't know the connection here. 

Q.  Do you see any morality, any social 
.purpose, any great moral lesson in that se - 

quart e 
A  In the --- in the sequence aboutiNrs. 

Roosevelt? 

Q.  Pollowed by the reference to Babe Zaharias' 

dike profile. You know what a dike is, I assume, 

Reverend? 
A  Yes. 
Q. 

 
Can you tell me what the reference is 

between Mrs. Roosevelt and Babe Zaharias 1  dike pro-
',file of 1939? 

A  I don't know -- from the context, from the 

transcript here, I'm afraid I don't quite understand 
what the connection was, whether it referred 
whether it referred back to immething earlier 

he'd said, or whether  what this transition 

means, or whether it relates to the one before, I 
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oantt answer that. 

4.  Do you see any social purpose, moraluplift 

in the reference to "Babe Zaharias' dike profile of 

a931? 

A,-  NO, I see no high moral purpose. 

Q  Would you say that that is there solely 

to .entertain, to amuse, to titillate, or to 

discuss? 

A  I wouldn't say that, no. 

CZ  What purpose does it serve to you as 

a moral author? 

A 
 It's part of a routine. It is not --- I 

don't see what is objectionable about ii especially. 

I don't understand it, frankly. 

Q  You understand the word ° dike"? 

A The. 

d  Men  refers to a lesbian, is that 

correct? 

A  That's correct. 

AR. KUH: I have no further gas- 

tions, your Honor. 

MR. GARBU3: I have no questions 

of this witness. 

TH3 COURT:  All right, you may 

step down. 
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U L E 3  FEIFFER, of 55298 

Hicks Streei;, Brooklyn, Dew York, called asa 

witness on behulf of the Defendant, after having 

been duly sworn, testified as follows: 

COURT OfajER:  Your business or 

occupation? 

THE  a cartoonist and 

a lait6r. 
COURT O2AIO:  Answer all questions 

in a loud, clear voice, please. 

DIREOT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. GARBUB. 

 

Q  Mr. Feiffer, what is your Lrofossion? 

 

A  I'm a cartoonist and a writer. 

 

Q  Where do your cartoons appear? 

 

- A  Well, they're syndicated smd appear in 40 

newspapers throughout this couiry; in New York, appear- 

ing both in the Village Voiee, the  York Post, and in 

/ the New Republic Magazine. They also appear in a number 

of papers abroad, London Observer, P:,ris Herald Tribune, 

and some others.  also --- I'm tae author of musical 

review that's appeared in Chicago, based on these cartoons, 

the author of one novel, and have Krittcn several book 

reviews and other materials like that. 
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Q  In what field  fritterf.:book reviews? 

 

A  In the litecary  -.nd for the Herald Tri- 

une book review called "Boo reek," which is a syndicated 

thing appearing in the Wasbintoa Post, San Francisco 

Examiner, and tbe New York Herlld Tribune, Life Magazine, 

a commentary magazine. 

 

Q  By whom are you ayndloc.ted? 

 

-A  By the Hall Syndicate, (Phonetic) in New York. 

 

Q  And what is the came of the book published by 

you in 1963? 

 

A  This is --- The novel  I had three books 

that came out in 1963. Tbo novel was called "Harry the 

Rat with Women," a collection of cartoons that appear 

in the papers came out also :lilt year, called "Hold Me," 

and another collection of cartoons, long cartoon pieces, 

and a one-act play called "Fettfer's Altlm." 

 

Q  Who was your musical review performed by? 

 

A  A group in Chicago called the 3econd City. 

 

Q  What year was that? 

 

A  That was 1963. Also, one of the cartoons that 

year, which was a busy year, one of the motion picture 

Aoademy Awards for the best cartoon of the year; it was 

a cartoon I authored called "Nunro," M-u-n-r-o. 

 

-Q  And what is the George Polk (Phonetict Memorial 
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Award? 
A  It's an sward given every year by Long Island 

University for achievement in journalism, and I think 

'61 -was the year that I one a special award. They give 

out two or three each year. 

JUDG3 ORS,ILL:  That's the senior 

Post College? 

/HZ ;LIM:3S: So, it's long Island 

University. 

Have you lectured at any American University 

or college on the subject of humor? 

A  Yea, a number of them, the last three years, 

I believe. It began with liarvard, Oblubia, N.Y.U., Un-

iversity of Wisconsin, Duke, ;fesleyan, University of Ver.. 

mont. There ware others. 
Were you invited to speak at these universities 

both by the faculty, administration, and students? 

A  Well, it worltsdifferently at diffetent schools, 

8J4 at some 3ohools, by stu:ent committees. I think all 
os: these things have faculty approval, generally, or the 

faculty is.  involved, and in others, by the faculty. I 

think in most oases,' it begins with the students. 

Uhon for the first time did you sea the defendant 

Lenny BrucOerform? 
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A  It was in Los Angeles, in 1961, I believe. 

Q  How many times have you seen Mr. Bruce per-

form sinew 1961? 

A  Well, I've seen him since then, in New York a 

number of times, Iwould guess about a dozen, because 

each time ha ts been in New York, I've seen him once or 

twice at various olubs, beginning with 

On Park Avenue, at the Village Gate, at the Village 

.Vanguardi a number of places. 

Q 

Brucceis 

Do you have an opinion with respect to Mr. 

status as a satirist and comedian? 

XUH: If your Honor please, 

at this point, asmuch as I regard Mr. Feiffer 

extremely highly, as himself a satirist and 

comedian, I don't think he's been qualified as an 

expert on others. He does indicate he's 

done book reviews. But the field in which 

they were done remains, for example, to me, 

unless I didn't hear one of the answers, and 

so I'm not sure that he has any standing as 

a critic, though he has top-notch standing 

himself, as a satirist. 

MR. GARBUS: Does your Honor want 

argument on that? 
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THE OOUF .T: i eli, again, this is 

suoh a difficult thf.ng to get, expert testi-
mony. Certainly, most of the witnesses have 
1.ad questionble competency to enlighten the 

Court. :he'll cllow this witness for chat .he's 

worth. 
MR. KUH: Yos t  your Honor. 

A  Can. I elaborate a little more, beoause maybe 
I haven't. 

Yes, go ahead. 
THE COULI:  It might be helpful. 

A  My subjectat  colleges at, which I speak, 
deals with humor in this country since dorld War 2. 

THE COURT: You're not a college pro- 

fessor, arc .1-cia: 

THE .a2hESS:.  No, cir, I'm not. 
liC OCu:%T:  You've just delivered a 

oouple of lectures? 
THE 1=.53S: I give speeches and 

talk to students. 

THE COURT: How often have you 
done'this7 

TiB  Ive done It, oh, 
I -mead guess about a dozen times. 

144 
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THE COURT: So many people are involved 

in a dollar venture and would hardly 

call themselves experts.  I think 
if you are qualified to give U3 guidance in 
any special field, I think it should be 
brought out first. But I somewhat doubt 
that the witness is, and frankly, I think 
the record is being overborne with testimony 
that is of questionable value. 

MR. GARBUS: May I go ahead in ---
THE COURT: 1-039  go ahead. 

JUDGE CREEL: Might I wish to ask, 

do you have some other witnesses more amply 
qualified on deck, ready to proceed this 
afternoon? 

MR. GARBU3: No, I do not. 

TE2 COURT: All right, go ahead, 
you may continue. 

Mt. Peiffer, do you have an opinion then, 
with respect to Mr. Bruce's status as a satirist and 
comedian? 

MR. KUH: Let me understand. Your 

Honors are permitting him to testify ---
THE COURT: Ve're permitting him 
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for what is's worth, but we have reservations 
as to the value of his testimony. 
Before you answer teat, Mr. Feiffer, you were 

going to elaborate a bit further, and would you please 
do so with respect to your qualifications? 

A  Well, I'm afraid It fill sound like some pleading, 
but in any event, I have been doing for  since 1956, 
a cartoon which originally was titled, "Sick, Sick, Sick," 
and is now called "Feiffer," which appears every week, 
anddbalo-i--- enters many of the areas that Lenny Bruce 
and other night club satirists and humorists have entered 
since the early 50's, and past that period; that the things 
that interest Mr. Bruce about our society, are the things 
that interest me in it, and that's the only thing that 
can qualify me in my o'•n eyes, is that since the beginning, 
;eionly know the comments that I've been receiving on the 
cartoon, and how seriously it's taken. It's taken rather 
seriously in the community, and the observations it makes, 
Which are not just to be funny, but to make a point about. 
our society, about not just the doubit, but triple and 
inter-ohanging standards it has from day to day, based 
on who you are- and what position, you are the questioning 
of the American dream. Many of the subjects that Bruce 
has in his work, are things that I also would like to 
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elaborate on, and I know how seriously, from my mail, 

• from book reviews, and from the general critical re-

ception, this is taken by the mass readership, and 

also a general critical readership in literary and socio-

logical circles. That's the only way I can qualify my-

self. 

Q  And do you also, auzing the course of your 

profession, have occasion to examine the works of other 

people who do work similar to you, besides Mr. Bruce? 

A  Yes, for professional reasons, and for reasons 

of sheer desperateness, to find out if there are some 

thing out there that are good, and Lenny Bruce was in 

that context, like a discrete ray of sunshine. When I 

first saw him, I could not believe what I was seeing, 

I was so impressed. 

Ma. KIM: I taco it thy continuing 

obJection is noted to all of this? 

TEE COURT: Yes. 

Q  And have you, during the course of the past 

five years, seen other comadians, Aort Sahl, Woody Allen, 

Shelly Berman, and seen their work? 

Yes, some of those I admire, others I don't, 

but I think they're on a different level entirely: The 

only way I can describe it is that tha level of honesty 
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that Bruce is able to hit, through hie method of work-

ing, is Unlike anything done th:F..t I know of today, either 

in night clubs or in the theater. 

Q  Prior to yOur coming doun here, Mt. Feiffer, 
did you have an opportunity to examine Exhibits 4A and 

5A, which are the tranvcri;tu of tic) of the performances 

in question? 

A  Yes, I did. 

And can you, by .roferrinb to both of these 

transoripta, indicate :-hich portions of those transcripts 

prove Mr. Bruce's quality as a satirist and comedian? 
A  Noll, I think the work taken in tot(); of 

course, one of the problems in readinE a transcript, or even 
the problem in hearing a tape, is that Lenny Bruce is 
not a transcript ,Ariter or you know, a --- or a verbal 
comic. Es's a visual and verbal entertainer, and the 

only way of judging him is on that basis, and the only 

tray of noticing his effect for good or bad, whether you 

like-him or not, must be based, in my opinion, on seeing 

what "the man does. 

TEE COURT:  You don't feel you can 

judge him on this transcript? 

TH2 WITNILS:  Not at all, sir, no, 

don't. 

148 
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THE COM:a: And you haven't ob-

served hi on thr‘se twooccasione, I !lean? 

THE 4ITN::.;81 On these two occasions, 

no, but I've observed him often enoulsh and 

when he's used similar m7cterial, to have an 

impression of: t0.1.1t he .1-as like, using this 

material, T  siw him thl last time at, I be-

lieve it's enliA the Village Theater:i! on Second 

Avenue, oh, maybe a week before the date of 

these tra=cripta, and the material is very 

similar. 

Q  Do you have an opinion as to the value of the 

social comments mide by Mr. article in these transcrints, 

• as well as on the previous occasions that you saw? 

A  I think what Yr. Bruce does, goes beyond 

social oomment, He's not doinz out? parodies about our 

pet peeves, or how funny or disagreeable people are i4 

• -this kind of society. He's  into nn area where, 

at  times, to me in ••• moo ••• well, it's social, of course s  

but it's  I would think of it sometimes as meta physical. 

He's going to the very core of what the American exper-

iences today, in terms of my r.enPration and Bruce's no 

stranger to the thought, actions.r.nd activities of that 

generation, and I think th't Ills°  his - ork must be judged 
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in the context of the rest of that generation, what 
is writing today, the films, the plays, the artists 
produoting the novels, and that whole attitude. To 
'take him as an exception to a ruling, I think oir, is 
mistaken, because then you don't understand what is 
happening today. 

Q  Do you have an opinion, by virtue of having 
seen Mt. Bruce perform, and by reading the transeripts 
as to the artist's quality, of the method of his per-
formanoe? By that, I'm referring to the time, the sen-
tence of delivery. 

A  Yes. You know, like any other performer, 
he'll have good nights did bad nights. ',then he's on, 
there's nothing like him. fie' brilliant, and things 
somehow doing the same things. One niqht, a message 
that. he might use, will seam pointless, and you don't 
understand why he's doing it. Another night, works into 
it so beautifully, that it explodes at you. I can't 
explain why, except that this lo the nature of his 
art, and I consider Lenny Bruce an artist, and what he's 
performing, is the art of verbal and visual improvisa-
tion, not written before him, but built up over a series 
of performances a little. I understand it. It's really 
something new in theater, snA I consider what he's doing 
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a very personal kind of theater. The only way 

I can compare it is that Por-z )ahi, eho I consider 

very important in this mo7cleent of °weedy, is a 

peffOrmer who makes no connection eith the audience. 

He's apart from the audience, and in a way, some- 

times may even deliberately elienate himself, so 

that he'e as fug as his last joke. Lenny Bruce 

creates a spurt in eleczrie:_ey thet t e so charaed by 

his pretence, his physical preceeee, what he does to 

and with the audience, zhne'l enters theater --- and 

the only other night club eel:Ice-ens I've seen abl 

to do that, were the tyl of Bike Nichols and Elaine 

Mey, who have managed to ao-  it boteeen them. But I've 

never seen anybody do It alone before. .might add 

this also, Sel: I miL;ht; Bruce, Jehl, Nichols and May 

came along at a time in America hen they were desper- 

ately needed, becauee their politioel and social commentar- 

ies existed in an atmosphere ierini; the days of the 

'rein of -President Eisenhower and McCarthgsm, when 

nobody was saying anything or did they dare say any.. 

thine that human and zoliticel cowaentaries could 

not:be ptibliehed in this ceunry. Iknow I tried to 

test it publiehed; that in the niLht clubs, the small 

night olUbs, these 1:eeple could i.crform end Perfect 
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their art, simply because nobpdy was paying attention, 
and it developed, and I think much of the literary 

subdtance that has been tn:,:en the last te,:T years, 
has grown out of the atmosphere which was SIM ON. AIM whose 
beginning was in these clubs, in these little clubs, 

In that way. I think Bruce's --- has something to 

do with the history of liberalism in this country. 
Q  Do you have any opinion :pith respect to 

the difference between the value and content of Mr. 
,shits social comments, and Mr. Bruce's social com-
ments? 

A  Mr. Bahlis soci,11 comment is at its best 
in the area of politics. It's what he handles, well, 
and often, brilliantly. In other areas, within the 

area of mechanization and thin3u like that, he's also 

quite good. When he comes to the sexual framework, 
he's rather inept most of the time, and often misses 

the point. In my opinion, Bruce in this area, is 
brilliant. I think Lenny Bruce is of  ho;/ever he 
does it, I don't know, but manages to strike accord, 

which over and over again, when he l s"Working, well, 

the only way I can desoribc it, is it sings home. 

There are times in your life when you will read a 

novel where a sentence or t.::o -;i11 open up, and 
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says, "My Gods" "That is the 1-ay i y is, this is it, yes," 

and Lenny Bruce is. the only one I know'of in his field 

who can give you that sensation on the floor of a night 

club. 

Q:  Did you find an underlyinz tempo to Mt: 

Bruoe's performance? 

A  A tempo or an attitude? 

I'm referring now to a tempo, using a sense.  

of timing to achieve one particular purpose. 

A  Oh, certainly, yes. The --- certainly, 

in reading a transcript like this, and maybe even in 

listening to a tape, it would seem, and I think this 

is where the tape is inadiquate, ohaotio and dis- 

organized.  Aotually, when you see Bruoe's 

workl'and having seen him over a number of years, 

you will BOO that there's nothing casual about the 

spot; that everything is fitted in, that there 

is a context. You know hosver that context may 

change from performance to performance, and that 

what ho ts doing is quite deliberate. He l p not out 

for the laugh, and he does use the audience to 

make the easy joke, which most nightclub comedians 

will do, also most college speakers, I've disoovered. 
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Q.  By the way, have you appeared on tele-
Vision and radio to discuss humor and comedy? 

A  Yea, I have. 

Q  And have you appeared in these discussions? 
A  They certainly shouldn't qualify me, 

they ware terrible programs; Open Mind 

gho appeared with you on the show Open 
Mind? 

A  Art Buchwald. 
Q  Is he the correspondent for Herald 

Tribune? 

A  Well, ha's syndicated also by the Publishers 
Syndicated. He appears now in the Herald Tribune, 

and operates now from Washington, and is a very 
funny man; a man named --- well, the news management 
editor of Miniole Magazine whose name has slipped 

my mind, and Ism sure several other very good people 

who I can't remember at the present. 

MR. GARBO: I have no further 
questions of this witness. 

OROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KUH: 

Q  Mr. 
MR. KUH:  If it's the Court's 
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intention to break at 4 today, it's about 
15.minutes of. I can start, but I'd 
just as soon, if we can get through, I'd 

continue, but 11116 dog .11.111 

THE 00UAT: I don't think we 
need a very detailed 

MR. KUR: I'm sorry. 
THE COURT: I hardly think 

•we need' much time to cross-examine this 
witness. You've got 20 minutes left. 

hal. KU: Veil, then, I'll 
do my best to finish by 4 o'clock, your 
Honor. 

HR. GARBUS: Nay I approach 

the benoh? 
THE °OUT: Yes. 

(Both attorneys approach the bench at this time) 
Q  Hr. Peiffer, I think that you mentioned 

your cartoon strip, and that I know is not an adequate 
description of it, but the "Sick, Sick, Sick" car- 
toon which is now called "Peiffer," has been running'eight 

years not, have they? 

A  It began in October of '56, in the Greenwich 
Village Voice, and it became syndicated, I think, about 
three. years later. 
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Q  And would you say, and that's why I 
hesitate to use the words "cartoon strip," there's 
something much more than cartoons; there's biting, 
effective, strong, sober satire, at least that's 
your intent, and they've won priges as such, have 
they not? 

A  well, I make that attempt, not every 
week, beoause SOW of them are just funny, 
and thrOw-aways, but generally, I try to give a 
picture) of contemporary American society as I 
nee it, and do it in as hard a way as I can, and 
still make some sense to the reader. 

Q  And you puncture holes in just about any- 
thing that you think needs holes punctured in it, 

is that correct? 
A  Only things I don't like. 
Q  Right; and that includes quite a whole 

aura. of activities, does it not? 
A  Quite a few things, yes, sir. 
Q  It includes some of the racial bigotry? 
A  Yes, sir. 

That's very important to you, is it not? 
A  lea, sir. 

Q  And it includes religious bigotry and 
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intolerance, and religious formalism that is 
intolerant of other religions following different 
formalism? 

A  Yes. 
Q  And it includes sexual prudery? 
A  Yes, air. 
Q.  And it includes reverence for  uncle 

reverence for position, for title, for governmental 
authority? 

A  I'm sorry, I'm not sure I understand that. 
It includes undo reverence and worship 

of position  one at a time, position, and title? 

A  Yes, sometimes even due reverence. 
Due reverence? 

A  Yes. 
And in includes satire direoted at 

undue governmental authority, 
thatin run away with itself? 

A  gall, yes, except 
almost always a definition of 

SO 

governmental authority 

that I think that's 

government authority, 

Q  All right, so you think all governmental 

authority tends to be excessive? 

A  No, sir, I think that's a danger, that 
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government authority very often, especially during 

the cold war years, has fallen into. Not always, 

but often. 

Q  And you directed --- and over the eight 

years Of "Sick, Sick, Sick, " and "Feiffer," you've 

directed some of your effective satire at that? 

A  Hopefully, yes. 

Q  And yours is more than humor, yours is 

more than belly laughs, yours is satire in the 

groat tVadition of that word, as best you can do 

it, is that correct? 

A  How do I answer that? I try, yes. 

Q  With your usualy modesty, Mr. Feiffer, I 

do mean that and respect that. Now, have you in 

all those years, found' it necessary to effectively 

and strongly express satire, and punch holes in 

all these things? Have you found it necessary 

,in any of your cartoons to use, and my apologies for 
using these words, but the words, "cocksucker, mother- 

fucker, flick, shit, piss," etc.? 

A  At the moment, Mt. Kuh, I'm at work on 

a novel 

No, please answer my question first, Mr. 

Peiffer. In eight years of "Sick, Sick, Sick," and 
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now palled "Peiffer," have you found it necessary 

to use any of those words? 

A  I've found it at --- I've found at times 

that I thought, not those words, but other strong 

words might --- would have been necessary, had I 

been able to get them in a newspaper, yes. 

Unfortunately, I also know what you can and cannot 

get in newspapers, so I haven't gotten them in. 

Q  Have you seen the word "fuck" in the 

Village Volpe, because I have? 

A  Yes, I've seen the word "fuck" in the 

Village Volpe, yes, but I've never seen it in the 

papers I'm syndicated in. 

Q  The Village Voice is the paper you started 

in, is that correct? 

A  Yes. 
Q  And when you started in the Village Voice, 

did you use the word "fuck" in any of your reviews? 

A  No, I didn't use the word "Goddam", 

because I was a growing boy then. 

Q  That's the most extreme word you used in 

your oartoon, "Qoddam"? 

A  Because I was working in the context of 

my standing, and I suppose that is the point you're 
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working to. Mr. Bruce works toward his, and mine are upper 

class or middle upper class characters talking to the public. 

 

Q  And in these roles, have you effectively 

satirized their foibles, their weakness, and their 

poigantness, without on any occasion any words stronger 

than "aoddam"? 

 

A  Mr. Kuh, if what you are asking is 

would appreciate, Mr.Feiffer, and 

I do respect you, if you would first answer my 

question, and then you ask me what, okay? 

 

A  I thought I had answered that. No, I 

haven't --- wait, let me think; no, that's right, 

I haven't. 

 

Q  Now, have you, in some of your scripts 

withdrawn. Have you, in some of the scripts "Sick, 

Sick, Sick," or "Feiffer," dealt with the personalities 

of Eleanor Rooseveld? 

 

A  No, I haven't. Eleanor Roosevelt never 

interested me. 

 

Q  Have you dealt :•pith various Presidents of 

the United States? 

 

A  Lovingly, yes, sir. 

 

Q  Have you dealt with other persons who justi- 
or unjustifiedly 

fiedly/hold positions of national affection and 

--- 
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national leadership? 
A  Yes, sir. 

Q.  Have you ever felt it necessary to refer 
in the clase of any woman, to their tits, or to the 
private parts-of any of the men involved? 

A  Nos  not in that word, no, sir, not in 
the cartoon. Now, may I add somethini0 

Q.  I'd appreciate, Mr. Feiffer, if you 
answer my questions, and I'm sure Mr. Garbus 
but if yoU feel you have a relevant answer to the 

qUestion I put, I don't want to hold you back. 

A  I anaume we're trying to get at ~ghat my 
feelings are. 

Q  /11:2 not. If you want to get at your 
feelings, I'll ask you about your feelings, Mr. 
Feiffer. 

A  Then proceed, Mr. Kuh. 
Q  I'm sorry, Mr.Feiffer. 

A  Then go right ahead, Mr. Kuh. 

Q.  Thank you, Mr. Feiffer. Incidentally, 

did you lend your name to this document that I 
show yous  and --- not on this piece of paper, but 
to the contents of the itm that's people's Eihibit 
10 in evidence? 

A  Yes, I did. 
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Q  When for the first time did you hear the 

actual tapes that are involved in this case? 

A  I don't know the date, but it was 

well, it was about three, four weeks ago, at the 

home of •■••••••• 

If I tell you the record in this case. in- 

dicates that was when other persons w•rere present at 

Mr. London's house? 

A  Yes. 

Q  If I tell you the record in this case 

indicates that was Monday night, June 15th, the 

day before this trial started, would that tend to re-

fresh your recollection? 

A  Yes. 

Q  Bow, that was the first time that you heard 

the particular tapes that are here additionally, is 

that correct, Mr. Peiffer? 

A  Yes. 

Q  Did you lend your name to this document, 

People's Exhibit 10 in evidence? 

A  Yes. 

Q  At the time you lent your name to that 

document, you had not heard the tapes, is that 

correct? 
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A  Lenny Bruce was not exactly a new cause to 

me. 

Q  Now, about Lenny Bruce's two arrests in 

New York City in April, were new causes for you, were 

they not? 

'  A  Yes, they were, but nothing MID .1100 

Q  Just answer my questions. Then, Mr. 

Peiffer, at the time you signed this document, which 

in substance indicated that you thought the arrest 

of Lenny Bruce was outrageous, had you, in abuse 

of publio authority and so forth, had you read, or 

heard, or played the tapes that are here in issue? 

MR. GARBUS:  object to 

Mr. Kull quoting that statement out of 

context. 

MR. MI: I'm not quoting, I'm 

surrmrizing. 

MR. GARBU: Well, I object 

to him summarizing. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

A  Are you suggesting, Mt. Kuh, are you 

scarilous of-me because I didn't hear those 

tapes? 

A  I didn't refer to you doing anything. 

163 
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I simply ask you, when you signed the statement, 
had you seen the transcripts or had you heard 
the tapes that are here in issue? 

A  Sir, I did not see the transcripts or 
read the tapes, and I might add that after hav-
ing heard and read them, it really wouldn't have 
been nooeosary, because there's nothing in there 
that I haven't heard Lenny Bruce do in one way 
or another before, nor did I 

 

rct  But at the time you signed this statement, 
tr:t1,f 

you didn't know for certain what was in the tapes, 
did you, Mr. Paiffer? 

MR. GARBUS: I'll object to 
the question of counsel. The witnese'answer 
has been responsive. 

TH3 OOURT: Objection overruled. 

 

Q  I didn't hear your answer, Mr. Feiffer. 

 

A  My answer, Mr. Kuh, is that when I know 
an artists work, I assume that it will be consistent 
with his past work, and Lenny Bruce is an artist. 

 

Q  Well, are you saying that Lenny Bruce, 

in your mind, can do no wrong? 

 

A  Until --- 

 

Q  Are you saying that in your mind, Lenny 

Oa Ale ./1 
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Bruce can do no wrong? 

A  When Lenny Bruce does wrong - 

MR. GARBUS: Objection to the 

question. That was not the witness' 

taatimonys 

THS COURT: Objection overruled. 

A  When Lenny Bruce does wrong, Mr. Ruh, 

I'm sure I'll hear about it as I did in the first 

place. The word will get around very quickly. 

Q  Are you saying that at the time you 

signed this statement, you were convinced that 

Lenny Bruce could do no wrong? 

A  Ho, Mr. Ruh. What I'm saying is that I 

have enough confidence in who the police are 

likely to arrest in this town in the area of 

night club appearances and general procedures 

like that, to have more faith in Mr. Bruce and 

in the opinions of the Police Department. 

Q  So, Mr. Feiffer, when you signed this, 

this was your prejudgment about two things; one, 

a prejudgment about Lenny Bruce, and two, a 
prejudgment about the police, is that correct? 

A  It was -a- 

Please answer my questions, Mr. Peiffer. 
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A  You mean yes or no? 

Q  Please anwer it if you can, yes or no, 

and then you're free to elaborate. 

A  It was a prejudgment based on my ex-

perienoe over a number of years, and deep interest 
in both Mt. Bruce and the actions of groups repre-
senting authority. As you said, I comment quite 

a bit on them, and the police in New York have come 

into that also. 
Q  And it was your prejudgment, then, 

on Lenny Bruce, and on the police, was it not? 

A  Yes,. sir, it was. 
MR. KUH: All right, no further 

questions, your Honor. 
MR• GARB US:  I just have two or 

three questions. 

RBDIR3GT BIAMINOION 

BY MR. GARB:US: 
'•Jr. Feiffer, has your judgment that 

you formed before you read the transcript, been 

confirmed by your reading of the transcript? 

A.  Yes, it was. There's nothing in the 

transcript that was any different than the - thnn  anyth4-1,1 

I expected to find. The only thing I was appalled 
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by in. the tapes and the transcripts, is that the 
one quality Lenny Bruce has, does not come across, 

unless you see him, and that is one of innocence. 

You know, I have --- if I may go on with this for 

a momott'4, 

MR. KUH: If your Honor 

pleases, this is re-direct, and I have no 

objeotion to his giving full answers 

to Er. Garb& questions on re-direct, 

bit on re-direct, I do have an objection 

to hie conjuring things that he would 

likn to get into this record, and I 

see nothing that when he says, "If I 

may go on for a minute," there's nothing 

to indicate his answer that he's about 

to give now, is indeed an answer to any- 

thing, and I ask that he be directed sim- 

ply to 

MR. GARBUS: Your Hanoi, his 

answer was responsive, and I'm sure that 

hs!a going to be responsive. May he 

Mini nh? . 
THR 00URT: All right, well allow 

it. Let's see if we can finish by 4 o'clock. 
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(Oont'g.) Yen. Judging Lenny Bruce 
by .a tap0;is like judging the Mona Lisa by a black 
and,  white:zeproduction, and saying, "Those are the 
shades," and Bruce, when you see him physically; 
thin comes across quite clearly, operates out of 
an innocenoe and not dorruption or a cynicism, or a 
doniro to shook or intimidate. His problem, I often 

th4nt, in that halo too innocent, becausche supposes 

because  exposes to me, cynicism. I will not think 

of atta0ng some of the things Mr. Bruce does, because 

3: made my  concession long ago to the things he refused 

to do, but there is an innocence there, and there is a 

beauty -and a poetry in what Lenny Bruce does, and 
this you,:cannot see unless you see him perform, and 

u have'to o60 him .perform more than once, Often, 
like any piece of theater, like Os Noill, who was  who 
is very-difficult for some people when you first see him, 

Q,  What Is your judgment, then, as to Mr. 
Bruce's Value as a satirist, a comedian and social 
Commantator, cons 

 

both by the reading of the tt G 

 

1pinaOript, and by your listening to the tape on June 15th? 
Yes, it was, completely. 
Now, previously, Mr. Kuh asked you whether you 

Used.that language in your cartoon, which is syndicated, and- 
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your answer was, I believe, you do not? 

A  No, I do not. For one thing, peed this is 

the thing that oonfuses me about the nature of that 

kind of question, it seems to me to say if Lenny Bruce 

MR. KUH: If your Honor 

pleases •••••• .111. 

A.  by doesn't Lenny Bruce work the way 

I coo? 

MR. CUR: If your Honor pleases, 

"this is ono thing that confudes me about 

this kind of a question," in reference 

In answer to Mr. Garbus' question, we're 

being discrete •••• MID M. 

THE COURT: All right, sustained. 

Let's move on. 

Q  Is there a different standard for the type 

of wordp he used in newspapers -- you use in newspapers 

and "in night clubs? 

A  There is a --- 

MR. KU: I know of no qUalification 

of this witness as an expert on night 

club standards. 

THB COURT: I think that's quite 

proper, and that's why the Court had great 
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reservations about this witness. Now, 

Unless there's something in the nature of 

competent, expert testimony, haven't we 

had enough? 

MR. GARBUS: May I just ask one or 

two questions? 

TiB UOURT: All right. 

Q  You previously stated, Mr. Peiffer, that 

yOut  in;y0Ur cartoons, attaok racial bigotry, undue rever- 

ence for GOvernmental authority, and sometimes even due 

reverence, and make an attaok on the sexual morals of 

our society. ttow, does .Mr. Eruct), in his own tray, 

make the same attack that 7cu do, in your way? 

I think Ht. Bruce to one of the people4ho 
makes tough, because r  oftsn find, after seeing him, 

that tbat I've been doing in terms of these areas, 

is. rather inath]Uate, it doesn't hit hard enough, it 

doesn't •••••4111. I mean, in my --- eco, I 'work in a print 
media, which in quite different than a verbal and 

visual. media, and I hope there's some sort of feed back 

between the tae professions. We're interested in 

many of 'the same things, and I've learned much from 

mt. Brum) 
Do you fool then, that his methods of 
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of attack are in any way more effective, perhaps, in 

the media he works than yours is, because of the fact 
• ; ' 

that he Can use this language? 

A *  He --- I think he's terribly effective. 

1,11 m not doing to put myself down to that extent of 

sati4is Ws more effective, but he's 
soi andOais use of language really is no different than 
whit.I% doing in a: novel now, because you can say 

.4 t  ri 

these things in a novel, and this is the way people 

t;'tak. 

Q 4 What type of language are you using in 

ySur;. -novOl? 

3R. KUHs well, if your Honor 

please, to have a preview oar. Peifferls, 

I'm sure most amusing novel, would servo no 

purpose. 
THE 0OURT: Sustained. 

R. GAR13116:  I have no further 

questions. 

TRH COURT: All right, you may 

step down. 

At ,this pmt, both attorneys approach the. bench), 

THE COURT: All rightt . weill 

adjourn, then, until Thursday at 10. 

OW ON .1.111, 
 he is normally 
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MR. KITH: Pins. 

MR. GARLU3; Yes, 

THE COURT;  Thursday, at 10 

olo1ook. 

* * * * * * * * * 

OBRTIPIED TO BE A TRUE AND CORRECT 
DIA1 SORI2T OP KOUT  IN THIS CASE. 

Officio Oourt ortera 




